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The survey and mapping achievements of the SCAR nations during the IGY 
period (1955-56 to 1959-60) are summarized in the chapter on Cartography of 
the Antarctic volume of the Annals of the IGY, (in press). 

The review of activities presented in this paper covers the five years which have 
elapsed since the end of the IGY period, including the 1964-65 summer field 
season. The report has been compiled from contributions received from members 
of the SCAR Working Group on Geodesy and Cartography, National Reports 
to SCAR, and miscellaneous sources of information. 

A list of relevant Recommendations made at the Fourth, Fifth and Eighth 
Meetings of SCAR is given at the end of this report. 

Index maps show the air photography, ground control and major oversnow 
traverses achieved by each nation, and the sheet lines of, or notes referring to, 
maps and charts published as first or revised editions. General maps and charts 
of the whole continent are not shown, but reference to these is made in the text. 

The 1960-65 period has seen marked increases in map production, air photo
graphy coverage, and in the networks of survey control points. All kno\\'D ex
posed rock features have been photographed from aircraft, although not all such 
photography is of mapping quality. The increased use of electronic distance 
measurement equipment has been a major factor in the establishment of the 
now large number of mapping control points; similarly, radio-altimeter height
ing from aircraft has been proved to be a rapid and acceptably accurate technique 
for determining elevations of the ice sl1eet, particularly in the inland regions. 

In the fields of hydrography and oceanography a \Vealth of data has been 
amassed during re-supply voyages and by ships engaged on special missions. 
Detailed hydrographic surveys have been carried out at most coastal bases and 
along other stretches of the coast. 

* Secretary, SCAR Wor~ing Group on G~odesy a~d ~rto~aphy. In view of th~ poli~cal 
situation under the Antarctic Treaty, no consistent ed1tor1al pohcy for place-names is possible 
in the SCAR Bulletin. Ed. 
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·t t ti"ons were occupied during the period under review, and Many new grav1 y s a k Th · l 
· d b f ti.es were made to the world networ . e cont1nenta an increase num er o . · 

1 avity network was greatly strengthened by the link~ge of regiona nets. 
grM t" ys made by the many traverse parties have been very useful agne ic surve · · hi h · 
for correcting magnetic charts, and ~or resear~h on secular vanat1on w c 1s 
exceptionally large and complicated in Antarctica. 

National activities 

ARGENTINA 

Geodetic and topographical surveys (Index Map No I) 

As part of a glaciological project a traverse from "Ellsworth" station to the 
vicinity of Moltke Nunataks (lat 77° 58' S, long 35° 30' W) in March 1961 re
peated the triangulation accomplished in December 1957 between "General 
Belgrano" station and Salta refuge (lat 78° 0 l' S, 35° 48' W). 

During the 1961-62 season a number of astronomical fixes were made along a 
glaciological traverse between "Ellsworth" and "General Belgrano'' stations. 
Topographical observations were made throughout a journey from'' Esperanza'' 
station (Hope Bay) to "General San Martin" station in Marguerite Bay. This 
traverse route was along the sea ice to "Teniente Matienzo ", thence to the 
southern end of Bowman Coast and over the peninsula to Marguerite Bay, a 
journey of some 850 km (528 miles). 

From October 1962 to January 1963 a triangulation, comprising sixteen 
stations, was carried out between "General Belgrano'' and "Ellsworth" sta· 
tions. This work was a continuation of the 1957 triangulation from Moltke 
N unataks to "General Belgrano". Local topographic surveys were made in the 
vicinity of "Orcadas ", "Esperanza", "Teniente Matienzo '' and ''General 
Belgrano" stations. 

Between 27 July and 17 September 1963 topographic survey work was done 
alon~, a tra_verse of ?85 km (364 miles) in the region south· westward of'' Esper· 
anza station. Dunng 1963 local survey work was continued at '' Orcadas '' 
"E " "G 1 ' s_peranza , enera Belgrano", '' Decepci6n" and '' Teniente Matienzo" 
stations. 

Du~ng the 1963-64 summer season a surveyor and a glaciologist worked on 
the Filchner Ice Shelf, and in the area around Moltke Nunataks and Bertrab 
NfutnhataF~l(lhnat 770 55' S, long 340 30' W). An expedition ship made a radar survey 
o e t c er Ice Front. 

"J'~e 19~4--~5 pr~~.amme inclu~ed to~ographic surveys at" General Belgrano''' 

Nu:a~~ :ob:~son ~:fae~~~~t 6~:tio?s, and at ~o~tke Nunataks, Bertrab 
(lat 64° 51' s long 620 54, W)( d C IO LS, l~ng 59 40 W), Paradise Harbour 

' an ape onging (lat 64° 33' S, long 58° 50' W). 

. Hydrography and oceanography 
Ships of the Grupo Naval Antartico (i 1 d d . . 

Chiriguano and oceanographic shi s Can~ u e in which are the surveying ship 
P rpztan Canepa and Comandante General 
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Zapiola) have carried out extensive hydrographic and oceanographic program
mes each summer season. 

In the 1959-60 period tide gauge readings were taken at " Almirante Brown'', 
''Melchior" and ' ' Esperanza " stations. 

During 1960, bathymetry f orrned part of the oceanographic activities in the 
northern part of Drake Passage, between positions lat 54° 49' S, long 68° 13' W 
and lat 59° 40' S, long 73° 50' W . The surveying ship Chiriguano worked in the 
Archipielago Melchior area during the 1960-61 summer, and further tide gauge 
readings were obtained at "Melchior" and " Esperanza " . The latter work was 
continued at "Esperanza" during 1961 and the 1961- 62 summer. 

In March 1962, the oceanographic ship Capitan Canepa made surface and 
deep current measurements in Drake Passage using the " Swallow" current meter. 
A second ship, the icebreaker General San Mart in, obtained bathymetric and other 
oceanographic data in the eastern and north-east parts of the Weddell Sea, in the 
area between Hope Bay and Robertson Island, and at Scotia Bay (South 
Orkney Islands). Ships going to and from Antarctica took sea temperature 
readings to delineate the Antarctic Convergence. 

From December 1962 to January 1963 the oceanographic ship Comandante 
General Zapiola worked in Drake Passage. Servicio de Hidrografia Naval 
collaborated with the Texas Agricultural and Mechanical College (Department 
of Oceanography and Meteorology) on a programme which included the study of 
deep currents and geophysical observations, and bathymetry. 

In March 1963 the Comandmzte General Zapiola operated in Drake Passage 
and Bellingshausen Sea. Servicio de Hidrografia Naval and the Lamont Geo
logical Observatory, University of Columbia, Ne\v York, co-oper~ted in oceano
graphic activities among which were bathymetry and geomagnetism. 

During the latter half of 1963, oceanographic operations in Drake Passage 
were continued by Comatzdante Getzeral Zapiola and Capitan Canepa. In 1963-64 
summer season ''General San Martin " worked in the Weddell Sea and Drake 

Passage. . . ,, ,, 
An automatic tide guage was used to record heights of the tide at Esperanza 

station during 1963 and the 1963-64 summer. 
The transport vessel Bahia Aguirre carried out a program_me of hydrography 

in Mar de la Flota (Bransfield Strait) and in Gerlache Str~t. T?e General S~n 
Martin obtained oceanographic da ta in these areas, and in Bismarck Strait, 
Marguerite Bay and the \vaters around Peter I 0y. 

Geo1nag11etis111 

Geomagnetic readings have been take.~ ~r the ships ~n~~ged in ~~e~?~~aphy, 
and at the scientific stations " Orcadas • Ells\vorth , Decepc1on • Esper
anza", ' ' Melchior", ' ' Teniente Camara " and "Almirante Bro\vn ". 

Map and clzart production (Jnde."< A-f ap No 1) 

New editions of hydrographic charts Nos 1 ~O (Peninsula Antartica) and 
129 (Archipielago de Palmer y E~trechos de Bismarck y de Gerlache) were 
published in 1963 and 1964 respectively. 
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552 . d . 1964· 
1 cal first editions were pub11she Jn · Two arge-s e 

1 Canal Peltier y Neumayer 
H-

77 
Ar hi ~'I go Bi·scoe. Fondeadero Rosalena (Islas Avellaneda) H-772 c pie a · . . . 

A J · IOOOOOOO scale topographic map of Argentina, pu?lished m 1961, shows 
· · · lyin· a to the south of South Amenca, between the Ross the Antarctic regions o 

Sea and Prinsesse Astrid Kyst. 

AUSTRALIA 

Geodetic and topographical surveys (Index Map No 2) 

During March and April 1960 the surveyor based at Ma~son carried out a 
barometric heighting traverse along the route of a dog sledge Journey of 242 km 
(150 miles) from Cape Batterbee (lat 65° 51~ S, long .53° 48' E) to Edward ':II 
Gulf via the Napier Mountains, and obtained three astro-fixes for mapping 
control. Later in 1960, four astro-fixes were taken in western Enderby Land, and 
one in the southern Prince Charles Mountains. 

Operating from Mawson, the Dakota aircraft equipped with a Wild RC9 
camera (vertical) and Fairchild K 17 cameras (oblique), obtained vertical and 
trimetrogon photography over Framnes Mountains, the coastal regions east and 
west of Mawson, Munro Kerr Mountains and Larsemann Hills (south coast of 
Prydz Bay), parts of the Prince Charles Mountains, and Grove Nunataks (lat 72° 
53' S, long 74° 53' E). Radar-altimeter heighting was carried out in the course 
of a round flight of some 1530 km (950 miles) over the ice sheet south-west of 
Mawson, alon~ a flight from Mawson to Prydz Bay, and from Davis station to 
Grove Mountains. 

Dur~ng the 1960--61 summer season Magga Dan carried a Beaver aircraft which 
flew tnmetrogon photography (K 17 cameras) over Banzare Coast between Cape 
Southa~d ~nd Cape Go~de~ough. Astro-fixes were taken at the Henry Islands 
(la,t 66 49 S, long 120 37 E) and in Davies Bay (lat 69° 20' S long 158° 3

8 E). The second expedition ship, M.V. Thala Dan, obtained astro-ftxes on the 
west coast of Enderby Land and at the eastern end of Kronprins Olav Kyst. 

TFhere was no field survey activity between March 1961 and December 1961. 
or the 1961-62 summer 0 t• ,.,..'h l · d 

two s all h li· pera ions .1.' a a Dan earned a Beaver aircraft an 
flightsmwere emcdopters. Tnmetrogon photography and radar-altimeter heighting 

a e over coastal regio s b t y· 
boundary of Terre Adelle 1 n e ween 1ncennes Bay and the western 
Glacier and Cape F hfi jd a ong the coast of George V Land between Mertz 
northern Victoria ~es deb 'and over the coastal mountains of Oates Land and 
taken at six coastal f::tu etween 1?ngs 155° E and 169 °E. Astro-fixes were 
During the relief of M res to ~rov.ide ground control for the air photography. 
existing triangulation ofa;son tation, tellurometers were used to extend the 
Masson Range in the Fra e coaMst and i~Iands to Mount Henderson and north 

I 1962 mnes ountains n , the heights of the F . 
determined by spirit lev 11. Tramnes Mountains triangulation stations were 
f M e ing. he survey I d . . 
rom awson to the Amery 1 Sh . or e. a survey/glac1olog1cal traverse 

the route, and mapping cont%l elf, baro~etr1c heighting was carried out along 
was established by astro-fixes at Mount Rivett 
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(lat 67° 51' S, long 66° 15' E), Church Mountain (lat 68° 02' S, long 66° 05' E) 
and Anniversary Nunataks (lat 68° 03' S, long 63° 00' E). Barometric heights 
were recorded along the ANARE seismic traverse of 1430 km (888 miles) from 
Wilkes to '' Vostok '', and along shorter traverses radiating south, south-east 
and east from Wilkes. 

The 1962-63 summer programme of air photography and radar-altimeter 
heigh ting covered stretches of Knox, Budd, Sabrina, Banzare and Wilkes Coasts. 
Astro-fixes were taken at Cape Goodenough (lat 66° 15' S, long 126° 10' E) and at 
Penguin Point Oat 67° 38' S, long 146° 14' E). During the change-over period at 
Wilkes, surveyors carried out a trilateration over the northern Windmill Islands, 
and a tellurometer traverse for 32 km (20 miles) eastward from Wilkes. In the 
same period Nella Dan delineated the Amery Ice Front by a radar plot controlled 
by astro-fixes. 

In the spring of 1963, barometric heighting was carried out along an over-snow 
traverse from Davis to the Polar Record Glacier. 

In 1964, local triangulation was carried out in the southern part of Newcomb 
Bay to provide control for hydrographic work. A large-scale survey was made 
at the site chosen for a new station to replace Wilkes station. Astro-fixes \Vere 
taken at the satellite station '' S2 '', 80 km (50 miles) east-south-east of Wilkes; 
on the highest part of the large ice dome in lat 66° 45' S, long 112° 40' E; and at 
Cape Poinsett. Barometric heights were recorded along some 1585 km (985 miles) 
of traverses east and south-east of Wilkes. In the Mawson area, four stations in 
the Framnes Mountains were beaconed as preparation for tellurometer 
traverses to the west and south. 

During January and February 1965, a tellurometer traverse was run for some 
550 km (344 miles) from Mawson to Mount Mueller (lat 66° 55' S, long 55° 33' E) 
via Framnes Mountains, Baillieu Peak, Hansen Mountains, Leckie Range and 
Rayner Peak. Prominent features along the route \Vere fixed by theodoli!e angles 
and/or terrestrial photography. Survey parties were transported by a ship-borne 
Beaver aircraft and two Be1147-G2 helicopters. Tellurometers MRA3 Mark III 
and Wild T3 theodolites were used for the survey. In the same period, the air
craft flew trimetrogon photography over the northern Prince Charles Mountains, 
the coast and islands between Mawson and Ed\vard VIII Gulf, and over the 
Schwartz Range, Rayner Peak and Leckie Range mountain groups. 

Hydrograplzy 

Local hydrographic surveys were made at Davis and Ma\vson during the 
change-over period at each station January-February 1961. The surveys covered 
the anchorages and seaward approaches. . 

The western approaches to Wilkes, and Newcomb Bay, \Vere surveyed 1n 
January 1962. 

In February 1965, a large-scale survey was made of the near approaches to the 
site of the Wilkes replacement station, on the south coast of Newcomb Bay. 

Several thousand nautical miles of ocean soundings have been recorded by the 
expedition ships each summer season, in coastal waters between longs 44° E and 
166° E and in the waters around Heard Island and Macquarie Island. 
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Gravity 

A United States scientist with the 1960-61 ANARE ~ummer expedition took 

d. t Mrrn' y Mawson Davis Heard Island, Arch1pel de Kerguelen and at rea 1ngs a , , ' . . 
four coastal stations in Enderby Land. Gulf-W1scons1n pend.ulum apparatus was 
used at Mirny and Mawson, a La Co.ste-Romber~ gravimeter at the other 
stations. A Ma,vson-Mirny-Melbourne tte was established. 

The 1962 expedition at Wilkes, using Worden gravimeters, took readings: 
(a) at 470 stations along the seismic traverse Wilkes-Vostok, (b) at 84 stations 
along a traverse of 190 km (118 miles) south-eastward from Wilkes, and (c) at 
26 stations in a gravity survey of the Windmill Islands. A 1962-63 summer 
expedition established the gravity tie Wilkes-Lewis Island-Chick Island
Macquarie Island-Melbourne. 

In 1963, observations were made at approximately 5 km (3 miles) intervals 
along traverses of 480 km (298 miles) and 160 km (100 miles) east-south-east 
and east from Wilkes, respectively. 

Further \Vork was done in the Wilkes area during 1964, along 483 km (300 
miles) of traverses over the large ice dome in lat 66° 45' S, long 11° 40' E. 

Geomagnetism 

Regular geomagnetic readings have been taken at Mawson Wilkes and 
Macquarie Island throughout the period 1960-65. ' 

The 1960-61 summer expeditions made field observations at Davis Heard 
Island~ Chick Island, Enderby Land coast (3 stations) and Oates La~d coast 
(2 stations). 

T~e 1961-62 summer expeditions re-occupied magnetic stations at Davis 
Lewis. Island, Chick Island and Commonwealth Bay. Four new stations wer; 
established on the coast of Oates Land 

th~~;~~v~~~knessf~rVH,tDk~~d Z were m~de at intervals of 48 km (30 miles) along 
- os o traverse. 

The 1962-63 summer expedit · . . . 
stations and established ion ~e-occupied Davis and Heard Island magnetic 

A 1963 a new station on the Amery Ice Shelf 
traverse of 480 km (298 mil ) · 

servations of H, D and z t 
80 

km es ~ast-~outh-east from Wilkes took ob-
a (50 miles) intervals. 

From 1960 to !~ t~:d~~~r~ productio~ (Index Map No 3) 
the 1 : 250000 scale series ~isio~ of National Mapping published six maps in 
Enderby Land and the M e s eets cover much of the mountain regions in 
sheets were co~piled at 1 . ~ ~~~~O area. In addition to these, twenty I : 250 000 
regions ~etween longs 42; E and :~~le. These compilations cover the coastal 
Mountains, and Grove Mounta. E, part of the northern Prince Charles 

Two no · ins. 

1963 
n-senes maps were published: 

Framnes Mo t · 1964 H un ams (1:100000) 
eard Island (1 : SOOOO) 

Throughout the period und . 
er review, 19 compilation sheets at I :1000000, 
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and 46 sheets at 1 : 500000, were revised whenever new air photography, ground 
control and other survey data became available. 

The Hydrographic Service, Royal Australian Navy, published large-scale 
charts fo~ M~wson, Davis and Wilkes anchorages and approaches, and an 
ocean nav1gat1on chart at 1 : 8 500000 with limits lats 31° S to 72° S longs 43° E to 
173° E. ' 

A second edition of the Gazetteer of Australian Antarctic Territory was 
published in 1965. 

BELGIUM 

Geodetic and topograpliical surveys (Index Map No 4) 

From October 1959 to May 1960 a sledging party from ''Base Roi Baudouin" 
sur_veyed approximately 8000 sq ~m (3090 sq miles) of western Sor-Rondane. 
This work w~s continued during the period September 1960 to January 1961. 
When operations were completed, 39 triangulation stations bad been established 
between

0 
the western nunataks of Sor-Rondane and Byrdbreen Qat 72° S, 

long 26 E). Two astro-fixes were taken on Princesse Ragnhild Kyst, and one 
on Mount Rossell (Belgicafjella). 

The survey parties carried out trigonometric and barometric heigbting in the 
Sor-Rondane area and along their routes from ''Base Roi Baudouin". Heights 
were reduced to mean sea level at Breidvika. 

In the summer of 1959-60 an air photography programme ("Operation Iris 
60") was carried out by a de Haviland Otter aircraft equipped with a Wild RC5a 
vertical camera (19 cm x 13 cm format). and t\vo Williamson oblique cameras 
(13 cm x 13 cm format). Flights were made along 750 km (466 miles) of coast 
between longs 12° E and 34° E, east-west over Sor-Rondane, and over Belgi
cafjella (Monts Belgica). The vertical coverage amounted to 6700 sq km 
(2587 sq miles). In October 1960, a photographic flight was made over Dronning 
Fabiolafjella (Yamato Mountains). 

"Base Roi Baudouin" was closed from February 1961 until the 1963-64 
summer when a joint Belgian-Dutch expedition resumed operations in Dron
ning Maud Land. No survey work was done during their first year. 

The second Belgian-Dutch expedition (196~65) obtained air photography 
of eastern Sor-Rondane and commenced ground survey operations in that 
region. A triangulation project \Vas started on the ice shelf near ''Base Roi 
Baudouin'', as part of a long-term programme to study relative deformation 
of the ice shelf. 

Hydrograpl1y and oceanograpl1y 

The 1959-60 summer expedition on board Erika Dan carried out a full pro
gramme of oceanography including ocean soundings bet\veen Cape To\\'n and 
Breidvika, ocean current observations, and a hydrographic survey of Breid,ika. 
An automatic tide guage \Vas operated at Breidvika. 

Similar work was done by the 1960-61 party in Erika Dan. General oceano
graphic and bathymetric observations were made over an area of 200 sq km 
(77 sq miles) in the vicinity of Breidvika and during the voyage to and from Cape 
Town. 
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Gravity 

Th I do arties which operated (1959-61) south of'' Base Roi Baudouin" 
e s e be P · 17 f bi h 

and in western Sor-Rondane took readings at 30 statlo~s, o w .. c were on 
rock. During November 1960 aircraft made some 80 flights over Sor-Rondane 
in the course of a gravimetric triangulation survey. 

Regular readings 
occupation. 

Geomagnetism 
have been taken at "Base Roi Baudouin'' 

Map production (Index Map No. 4) 
L'Institut Geographique Militaire published four maps: 
1960 Cote de la Princesse Astrid, Partie Est (1 :250000) 
1960 Cote de la Princesse Ragnhild, Partie Ouest (1 :250000) 
1960 Cote de la Princesse Ragnbild, Partie Est (1 :250000) 
1963 Monts Belgica (1: 25 000) 

CHILE 

Hydrography and oceanography 

during its 

Throughout the period 1960--65 Chilean Antarctic expeditions have accom
plis?ed a ~nsiderable amount of work in the fields of hydrograpbic surveying 
(which has mcluded geodesy and topography) and oceanographic research. 

The 1~60--61 expeditions carried out detailed surveys of Ensenada Rojas 
(Greenwich Island) and Puerto Leith (Danco Coast). Reconnaissance surveys 
were made at Orne Harbour, Punta Leniz and Skontorp Cove on Danco Coast; 
South Bay (Palmer Archipelago), and at Puerto Svend Foyn in Gerlache Strait. 
Bathymetry wa~ carried out at Hugo Island (lat 64° 57' S, long 65° 45' W); 
Bransfield Strait; Marguerite Bay; Palmer Archipelago· South Shetland 
Islands· Arg t' I I d ' 
f ' . en ine s an s; Gerlache Strait; Danco Coast and along the route 
~~~0Bnalm~nt Cove (Danco Coast) to Liege Island cPalmer Archipelago). 
t . so~ndings were recorded along some 6940 km (3750 nautical miles) of 

Csoeamtb. ogdin Drake Pas~age, and in Bellingshausen Sea. This work was part of 
m 1ne oceanographi 1 · · · . 

(Operation" Yelcho-Ve~:'~)~Ivities by Chile and the United States of America 
In 1961-62, surveys were c . d 

Fran~ais Cove (Graham C ame out at South Bay (Palmer Archipelago), 
work was done in Bism o~st) a~d Caleta Suarez, and reconnaissance survey 
Island; Bahia Chile (Gr arc . Shtr

1
ait. Bathymetry was carried out at Adelaide 

I l eenw1c stand). Cal t B 11 d) s a Bulnes (Bransfield Strait). A ' e a a eneros (Deception Islan ; 
Bay (Palmer Archipelago). 'p nve~s Island; Neumayer Channel and Dallmann 
channels; south coast of 1' 1 ~adise Harbour (Danco Coast) and adjacent 
Wieneke Island; English ~~ait~uta~o (Gerlache Strait); south-east coast of 
Andvord Bay to Errera Cha 1 D Bismarck Strait; along the route from 
Pen~ulum ~ove (Deception 1::J anco. Coa~t), and from Paradise Harbour to 
Strait, Peltier Channel (P 1 ). Rectification surveys were made in Bismarck 
Island. Tidal stream and a mer Archipelago), Pendulum Cove and at Hugo 

current observations were made at Caleta Gloria 
[ 710 ] 
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(Danco Coast), Pendulum Cove, South Bay, Puerto Soberania (Greenwich 
Island) and at Covadonga Harbour in Bransfield Strait. Tide guage readings over 
5 days were obtained at Fran~is Cove. Tellurometers were used to amend the 
positions of Montravel Rock (Bransfield Strait) and Punta Prat (Robert Island). 
Again, during this summer season, the Chilean oceanographic ship Yelcho and 
the Columbia University vessel Verna carried out a combined oceanographical 
programme. Appromixately 4500 km (2425 nautical miles) of ocean soundings 
were taken in Drake Passage and in the waters westward of the South Shetland 
Islands and Palmer Archipelago. 

During the 1962-63 season a further 4075 km (2200 nautical miles) of sounding 
lines were run in Drake Passage, and a hydrographic survey of Nelson Strait 
(South Shetland Islands) was completed. Other soundings were taken in Brans
field Strait; Caleta Nailon (Mitchell Cove in Robert Island); northward of 
Robert Island; in Lapeyrere, Fournier and Borgen Bays (Anvers Island); 
Grandidier Channel; between Matha Strait and Pendleton Strait (Biscoe 
Islands); and between Bismarck Strait and Marguerite Bay. Tide gauge readings 
were taken at South Bay (22 days); Rada Covadonga (23 days); and Harmony 
Cove, Nelson Island (15 days). A local triangulation was carried out at Cova
donga Harbour. 

From November 1963 to April 1964 the oceanographic ship Yelcho con
ducted oceanographic operation '' Marchile III" in Drake Passage. Twenty
two lines of soundings were run (on north-south courses) between longs 53° W 
and 74° 30' W, and south to lat 67° S, as a contribution to the General Bathy
metric Chart of the Oceans (GEBCO). At Pendulum Cove, Deception Island, 
a hydrographic survey was completed, and tide guage readings were taken over 
a period of29 days. Other hydrographic work was done at Caleta Nailon (Robert 
Island). Helicopter photography was flown over Nelson Strait to check the 
existence and/or position of the shoals charted in the northern entrance. 

In the 1964-65 season bathymetry was included in the oceanographic opera
tion '' Marchile IV'' in Drake Passage. The hydrographic programme for this 
season comprised surveys of Nelson Strait and Caleta Nailon, and further \Vork 
in Pendulum Cove. 

Gravity 

Gravimetric surveys have been made at Deception Island, and over extensive 
areas of Tierra O'Higgins and the South Shetland Islands. 

At sea, gravity readings were taken in the course of oceanographic \\Ork in 
Drake Passage during the 1960-61 and 1961-62 seasons. 

Geor11ap1etis111 

A geomagnetic observatory was established at ''Base Gabriel Gonzalez 
Videla" in 1961. Continuous records of the components D, H and Z \Vere kept 
until 1963 when the observatory was dismantled. 

The 1960-61 oceanographic activities in Drake Passage included geo
magnetic readings along 3400 km (1830 nautical miles) of traverse. This w~rk 
was continued in 1961-62 when readings ~'ere taken along traverses totalling 
4075 km (2200 nautical miles). 
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Chart production (Index Map No 7) 

L'Instituto Hidrografico de la Armada published two new hydrographic 
charts during the period: 

No 1502 Canal Grandidier (1 : 200000) 
No 1503 Estrecho Pendleton-Estrecho Matha ( 1 : 200 000) 

Also published were new editions of six hydrographic charts, a small-scale 
map of Sector Antartico Chileno, and three small-scale special maps showing 
magnetic variation and curves of horizontal and vertical magnetic force. 

FRANCE 

Geodetic and topographical surveys (Index Map No 4) 

During the relief of Dumont d'Urville station, 1960-61, a survey group worked 
on Ile d~ Gouverneur, Il~s des Petrels and Pointe Geologie. Their work was 
done mainly for the establis~ent of a new station on the northern part of Ile des 
Petrels, and for the construction of new landing facilities. 

In 1961-62, surveyors attached to the station construction group made a 
survey of the are? south-east of Ile des Petrels. The survey of the coastline be-
t~een Port-Martin and Rocher Janet (lat 66° 33' S long 139° 10' E) -
vised Betw R h 1 ' was re 

· een oc er anet and Rocher Mathieu (lat 66° 20' S I 136° 49' E) 
the survey was made b d A . . ' ong 
re ·on of Ca . y ra ar. geodetic tnangulation was completed in the 
~t Archi Pl BdienKvenue, and an astro-fix was obtained at Rocher Mathieu. 

pe e erguelen a survey w · d . 
Wild T 3 theodolites Thirt . . as ca~rie out, using tellurometers and 
established Fourtee~ Jin ee~ ~ations, including one astronomical station, were 
over a totai distance of 4~~ ~ (~: 3 ~o 50 km {2 to 31 miles) were measured, 
photograph Port-aux-Fra . d mil~s). Alouette II helicopters were used to 

A ni;a1se an environs 
survey of Ile de la Possession (II C . 

L'Institut Geographique Nat· 
1 1 

es rozet) was made by a party from 
Port Alfred and environs we iona 'd 961- 62, at 1 : 100000 scale. Local surveys of 
meters were used to measu rebma : at scales of 1: 10000 and 1: 5000. Telluro-
h t re a ase-line of about 6 km (4 ·1 P 0 ography was flown by an Al mi es). Reconnaissance 
In the 1962-63 ouette II helicopter. 

season field work at Ar hi 
geodesy, a reconnaissance surve of p c P7! de Kerguelen included first-order 
of the south and east coasts At Uy resqu ile Ronarc'h and a radar survey 
stretches of the coasts of 11~ de l'~~rozet a radar survey was carried out along 

By the end of the 1963-64 ' Iles aux Cochons and Iles des Apotres 
graphy season approx· t I · coverage of Archipel d K una e Y two-thirds of the air photo-
;e~s~~ri the photography was etak::~ele; had been completed. As in previous 

D . cm) mounted in an Alouette If h 01· M cameras (13 cm x 18 cm format, 
ur1ng the 1964-65 seas e icopter. 

were establi h d · on at Archipel d K 
· th s e in the Port Christ . e erguelen eight Laplace stations 
in e north west f h mas region and 1 
graphic c - 0 t e area. Alouette 11 h 

1
. a Pane-table survey was made 

overage of Presqu'iles L e icopters were used to obtain photo-
oranchet and Joffre, and of Iles Foch and 
[ 712 ] 
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Howe. A topo~aphic survey, including air photography, was carried out at 
Port-aux-Fran~1s. 

Hydrography 

D.uring the 19~0-61 seas.on in Terre Adelle a programme of hydrography was 
earned out: (a) m the region west of Pointe Geologie, (b) north-west of Ile de 
Gou~emeur and (c) off the coast of Iles des Petrels. Automatic tide gauge 
readings were taken at Pointe Geologie throughout January 1961. 

In 1961-62 soundings were taken in the waters around l'Archipel de Pointe 
Geologie, Iles Dumoulin, Iles Fram, and to the north-eastward of Glacier de 
l' Astrolabe. Further tidal observations were made by means of an automatic 
tide gauge. 

Gravity 

In 1962- 63 a Worden gravimeter was used to establish a network of 114 
stations in Archipel de Kerguelen, mainly in the Peninsule Amira! Courbet 
Glacier Cook and Mont Ross regions. At Iles Crozet, eight stations were estab
lished on Ile de la Possession and one station on Ile aux Cochon. Both nets 
were linked to the world network. 

Geomagnetism 

Continuous geomagnetic measurements have been recorded at Dumont 
d 'Urville and Port-aux-Franc;ais observatories during the entire period. 

Field measurements were made at 38 points along a traverse of 150 km 
(93 miles) from Dumont d'Urvi11e during October-December 1962. 

Map and chart production (Index Map No 4) 

The following maps were published by l'Institut Geographique National: 

1962 Archipel de Kerguelen: Presqu'ile de la Societe de Geographie (1: 100000); 
Glacier Cook (1 : 100000) Mont Ross (1 : 100000); Presqu'ile Rallier du 
Baty (1: 100000). 

1963 Archipel de Kerguelen: Environs de Port-aux-Frant;ais (1: 10000). 
1964 Iles de Kerguelen: Carte de Reconnaissance de la Presqu'ile Ronarc'h 

(1: 10000). 
1962 Iles des Crozet: Ile de la Possession (1: 50000). 
1962 Ile de la Possession: Region de Port Alfred (1 : l 0000). 
1962 Ile de la Possession: Mouillage de Port Alfred (1 :5000) 
1964 Iles Crozet; Ile de la Possession, Carte de Reconnaissance (1 :50000). 

In the period 1961-64 the Service Hydrograpbique de la Marine published the 
following charts: 

No 5748 (3rd edition) Iles de Kerguelen (1 : 250000). 
No 6087 (3rd edition) Iles de Kerguelen: Baie de Morbihan (Partie est) (1: 30000). 
No 5523 (4th edition) Iles Crozet (1 :516400). 
No 6497 (1st edition) Iles Crozet (1 :75000). 
No 5769 (2nd edition) Ile St Paul (1 : 20000) 

Ile Amsterdam (1 :70000). 
Iles Heard et MacDonald (1 : 372 300) 

No 6285 (2nd edition) Terre Adelie: Du glacier du Fran9ais au glacier de I' Astrolabe 
(1: 100879). 
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JAPAN 

Geodetic and topographical surveys (Index Map No 8) 

During November and December 1960, the Fourth Japanese Antarctic 
Research Expedition (JARE) made a reconnaissance survey of Dronning 
FabioJafjella (Yamato Mountains) situated about 300 km (186 miles) south
west of "Syowa" station. This survey was a continuation of work commenced 
by the 1959 expedition. Nine triangulation stations and one astronomical station 
were established on rock features. 

In the 196~1 summer, the JARE ship M.V. Soya established two astro
nomical stations on Kronprins Olav Kyst, in longs 42° 13' E and 44° 29' E, to 
provide control for air photography. Later in 1961 field survey parties from 
"Syowa" operated in two regions: the coast between '' Syowa '' and Prins 
Harald Kyst, and along a traverse of some 890 km (553 miles) from the base to 
the .terminal point in lat 74° 56' S, long 38° 26' E. Barometric heighting was 
earned out along the latter traverse and further mapping work was done in 
Dronning Fabio]afjella. 

During January 1962, a Cessna-185 aircraft, equipped with a Zeiss aero
to~ograph RMKII :amera, .photographed the coast between longs 37° E and 
45 E. An astronomtcal station was established on the east coast of Liitzow
HoJmbukta. 

"Syow~" station was closed in February 1962. The scientific programme was 
resumed in 1966. 

Hydrography and oceanography 

an~0{~6~e~;ded ocean soundings and oceanographic data during her 1960-61 
Enderby Land v~:~ges t to a~d fr~m Antarctica, and in the coastal waters of 
by Umitaka-Marui:~ em ronrung Maud Land. Similar work was carried out 
Um itaka-M aru workede ~ 9t

61
-

62 
s
1
ummer · In the oceanic waters south of lat 60° S, 

. . e ween ongs 250 E and 800 E 
A tidal analysis has been mad f . d · 

in February-March 1961. e rom ti e gauge readings recorded at ''Syowa" 

Gravity 
The gravity value at "Syowa,, w . 

and ~as confirmed by the 1959-6
0 
a: first.d.etermined by th~ .1958-59 expedition, 

gravimeter which had a stable a d xpe.ditton. Both exped1t1ons used a Worden 
Town was established. n relatively small drift. A gravity tie with Cape 

Measurements were made at 109 . 
(553 miles) southwards firom "S points along the 1961 traverse of 890 km 

Th yowa" 
"S e ~~I p~ndulum apparatus was u. d . 

yowa dunng the 1961-62 se to establish a new gravity station at 
the value at Tokyo via Cap sTeason. The gravity value obtained was referred to 
made in W o e own. In the sa . 

. est ngul Island. me season gravity surveys were 
Detaded reports on JARE . 

;he Geographical Survey lnstit~avi_;r determinations are given in the Bulletin of 
anuary 1963. e, ovember 1960, and Antarctic Record No 17, 
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Geomagnetism 

Continuous readings of geomagnetic components were taken at "Syowa" 
during the period February 1959 to December 1961. Field surveys have been 
made in the Ongul Islands, Dronning Fabiolafjella and at outcrops near 
Shirasebreen. Rock samples for palaeomagnetic research were collected in these 
localities. 

Using a proton magnetometer, Soya carried out seaborne geomagnetic surveys 
during her 1960-61 and 1961- 62 voyages. 

Map and chart production (Index map No 9) 

During the period under review the Geographical Survey Institute published 
three four-colour topographic maps: 

1963 Liitzow-Holm Bay (1 :250000) 
1963 Prince Olav Coast (1 :250000). 
1964 West Ongul Island (1 :5000). 

The 1 : 250000 scale sheets were compiled at 1 : 40000 by stero-plotting, using 
JARE air photography and ground control. The large-scale map of West Ongul 
Island was compiled by the steroplanigraph and aerotriangulation method. 

Japanese Antarctic Research Expeditions produced two monochrome maps: 

1961 Reconnaissance map of Mitzuho Plateau (1: 1000000) 
1961 Geomorphic map of Yamato Mountains (1: 100000). 

One first edition and five revised editions of hydrographic charts were published 
by the Japanese Hydrographic Office: 

S 13 (1st edition) Liitzow-Holm Bay to Amundsen Bay (1: 800000). 
S 1 (5th edition) Cape of Good Hope to Prince Harald Coast (1 :4800000). 
S 2 (4th edition) Southern Sea of Cape of Good Hope (1 :2500000). 
S 3 (4th edition) Northern Sea of Prince Harald Coast (1 :2500000). 
S 10 (3rd edition) Liitzow-Holm Bay and approaches (1 :200000). 
S 11 (3rd edition) Approaches to Liitzow-Holm Bay (1: 600000) 

A list of place-names approved by the Promotive Headquarters of Japanese 
Antarctic Research Expeditions was published in Antarctic Record, No 20, 
1964, p 90-93. 

NEW ZEALAND 

Geodetic and topographical Sllrveys (Inde.\· Map No 8) 

The 1960-61 New Zealand Geological and Survey Antarctic Expedition 
(NZGSAE) worked in two regions. The Northern Party estabished 15 .astro~omi
cal stations and 6 minor survey stations, and measured t\\'O base-lines, 1n the 
area from Byrd Glacier Oat 80° 30' S, long 156° E) to Beaumont Bay Oat 81° 25' S, 
long 160° 30' E), between long 157° E and Ross Ice Shelf. The Southern Party 
operated from Beaumont Bay to Nimrod Glacier (lat 82° 25' S, long 161° E), 
between long 160° E and Ross Ice Shelf. Fourteen astron~rnical stations and 
seven minor survey stations were established, and four base-lines were measured. 
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This work completed the survey of an area of about 15 540 sq km ( 6000 sq miles) 
\Vhich had been commenced in previous seasons. . 

In the 1961-62 season NZGSAE again had two survey teams m the field. The 
Northern Party surveyed an area of approximately 28 490 s~ km (11000 sq miles) 
between Nimrod Glacier and the upper Beardmore Glacier. Astro-fixes were 
taken at six points, 13 minor stations were established and two base-lines were 
measured. About 41440 sq km (16000 sq miles) of territory between the Beard
more Glacier and Axel Heiberg Glacier (lat 85° 25 ' S, long 162° 30' W) was 
surveyed by the Southern Party. Eleven astro-fixes were taken, 21 minor stations 
were established and two base-lines were measured. 

The activities of the 1962-63 NZGSAE field parties were centred round 
Terra Nova Bay. Working southward from Rennick Glacier, the Northern 
Party surveyed an area of about 26900 sq km (10000 sq miles). Ground control 
comprised five astronomical stations, three base-lines and twelve minor survey 
stations. One United States Geological Survey (USGS) station was occupied 
and five USGS stations were intersected. The Southern Party established survey 
control over some 38850 sq km (15000 sq miles) between Terra Nova Bay and 
Mawson Glacier {lat 76° 12' S, long 162° 30' E). Two base-lines were measured, 
four astronomical stations and nine minor stations were established three 
USGS stations were occupied and two USGS stations were intersected. ' 
Topo~aphic surveying was among the projects undertaken by the Federated 

Mountain Clubs of New Zealand- Tararua Tramping Club Antarctic Expedition 1962-63 An 'gh . , 
· ei t-man team worked in two groups-on the western side of 

; ucker G_lacier, between lats 71° 50' and 72° 30' S, longs 164° 30' and 167° E. The 
w~ parties measured three base-lines and established twenty-three control 
poin~ over an area of about 9065 sq km (3500 sq miles) . Five USGS stations 
were intersected by both parties. 

In the 1963-64 season the NZGSAE N 
Victoria Land and Oate . or~hern Party operated in n?rthern 
Matusevich Glaci 1 t s6~and, in the region between Tucker Glacier and 
b li er, as 30' S to 72° 30' S longs 157° E to 168° E Nine ase- nes were measured and 48 . ' · 
stations, were established On new survey s~at1ons, including four astronomical 
intersected This work · .d e USGS station was occupied, and four were 
sq kms ( 40000 sq mile~)0~h eds control for mapping an area of about 103 600 
Glacier and Shackleton GI .e

1 
° uthern Party worked between Axel Heiberg 

175° 30' w Thi acier, ats 84° 30' S to 85° 20' S longs 163° 30' W to . s survey team took t ' 
s~tions, occupied four USGS s . wo astro:fixes, established 15 minor control 
tions. Two base-lines wer tations and intersected four USGS minor sta
mapped by this party. e measured. An area of 6480 sq km (2500 sq miles) was 

The 1963-64 season's work 1 
Ross Dependency. comp eted the main reconnaissance survey of the 

In 1964-65 the NZGSAE N h 
Allan Nunatak region {lat 76~~5~1; Party carried out a triangulation in the 
adequate photo control fior la ' long 159° 45' E). This work provided 
o ted · rge scale ma · f 

pera in the mountains at the he PP~ng o the area. The Southern Party 
New Zealand provided th ad of Nimrod Glacier. 

e surveyors fior th . . 
e Joint New Zealand- United 
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States Ross Sea Islands Survey 1964-65. This expedition, comprising 22 scientists, 
was borne in USS Glacier and carried out topographic surveys in widely 
separated areas, including Franklin Island, Couiman Island, Possession Islands 
and Balleny Islands. 

Since the 1961-62 season the accuracy of surveys has been greatly improved 
by the introduction of astronomical determinations by paired observations on 
daylight stars or on celestial bodies in the four quadrants. The final la yd own 
of positions is now always adjusted to fit the 1961-62 and 1962-63 US Geological 
Survey tellurometer traverse determinations which are based on an initial datum 
in the McMurdo station area. 

Hydrography and oceanography 

From January to December 1960 continuous tidal readings were obtained at 
Scott Base by means of a pressure type tide gauge, and studies of currents in 
McMurdo Sound were undertaken during the 1960-61 season. In February 1961 
the New Zealand Antarctic ship H MNZS Endeavour took soundings in McMurdo 
Sound. 

Bathymetry was included in oceanographic programmes carried out by the 
Endeavour during two 1962-63 summer voyages bet\veen New Zealand and Hut 
Point, M cMurdo Sound. In November and December 1962, tide and current 
studies were made at Cape Crozier, Ross Island. 

During the period October 1963-March 1964, Endeavour recorded ocean 
soundings between New Zealand and the Ross Sea, and in January 1964 ran 
bathymetric profiles in the area of the submarine ridge which extends from the 
Balleny Islands to Macquarie Island. 

Durin o- the 1964-65 season Endeavour took soundings along her routes to and 
from M~Murdo Sound, and in the course of an oceanographic cruise in the 
sub-Antarctic region bounded by the Snares, Auckland Islands, Campbell 
Island, Antipodes I sland and Bounty Islands. 

Gravity 

The 1960-61 NZGSAE Northern Party used a Worden gravity meter to make 
observations at twelve points in the Barne Inlet-Cape Parr (lat 81 ° 17' S, 
long 160° 35' E) region. In the same season a Victoria Uni~ersity o~ Welli.ngton 
Expedition carried out gravimetric traverses in the Koettlitz Glacier region: 

During the 1961-62 season eighteen statio~s, mostly ~n rock, we~e occupied 
in t he mountains between Beardmore Glacier and Nimrod Glacier. In the 
M cMurdo Sound region stations \Vere occupied on Black Island, Minna Bluff 
saddle and Cape Crozier. 

The 1962-63 NZGSAE Northern Party carried out a gra,ity traverse from 
Cape Royds, on the west coast of Ross Island, to D~vid Glacier in s~uthem 
Victoria Land. Readings were taken at twenty-t\\:o stations on rock, sea ice and 
land ice. 

In 1963-64 the NZGSAE Northern Party made gravity measurements at 
thirty station; on rock, glacial ice and inland ice along their traverse through 
nortl1ern Victoria Land and Oates Land. 
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In March 1964 a combined New Z~aland-United. States reconnaiss~nce party, 
transported by Glacier, took readings on Sabnna and Borradaile Islands 
(Balleny Islands). A Worden Gravity meter, with ties at Scott Base and Welling
ton, was used for the observations. 

Geomagnetism 

Continuous standard magnetic observations were made at Scott Base through
out the period, and at "Hallett" station until March 1964 when the main 
science building and auroral tower was destroyed by fire. 

Proton magnetometer marine traverses were made each summer season by 
the ships which operated between New Zealand and McMurdo Sound. 

During the 1961-62 season, two New Zealand scientists travelled in USS 
Burton Island to make a magnetic survey in coastal waters from McMurdo 
Sound to Commonwealth Bay, George V Land, where they took observations 
on shore. and fixed the position of the South Magnetic Pole. At this site similar 
observations had been made by earlier Australian and French expeditions. 

Proton magnetometer measurements were made by Endeavour during 1962-63 
re-supply voyages between New Zealand and Antarctica. 

The. ~ombined New Zealand-United States Balleny Islands Reconnaissance 

I
Ex

1
pedition, 1964, made magnetic measurements at Sabrina and Borradaile 

sands. 

Map production (Index Map No 9) 

ei;:te~be peri.o? 1960--04 the Department of Lands and Survey published 
NZMS nl~~VI.;.:nal sheets, and three full colour sheets, at 1 :250000 (Series 
graphy and. su::;s ~aps N:ere compiled fro~ .us Navy trimetrogon photo
regions between Maws:n GI w. Zealadnd exped.1t1ons. They cover the coastal 

L acier an Axel Heiberg Glacier 
arge-scale maps have been publi h d fi C . 

Island (1: 250~0) an~ Cape Bird (I: ~5~00 ~r ape Crozier {l: 50000). Beaufort 
In 1963 a third edition of the small ) 

was published. -scale general map ''Antarctic Regions'' 

Su.pple~ents to the Provisional 
published in 1960--03. Gazetteer of the Ross Dependency were 

. NORWAY 
N.or~~gian field activities in Antarctica . 

Station was transferred to the South ~ased in.January 1960 when ''Norway 
Af ncan National Antarctic Expedition. 

. Map and chart production (Ind 
Dunng the period 1961-64 N . ~x Map No 10) 

1 : 250000 scale, which cover muc~r~~ Polar1nstit~tt published twelve sheets, at 
~stern Maudheimvidda. The ma s the mount~in ranges of Fimbulheimen and 
~r pho~ography controlled by ~ri were c~mpiled from 1951-52 and 1958-59 
N orwe~an-British-Swedish Antarct~~~lat10~. and other field work by the 

orwegian Antarctic Expedition, 1956-6~~ed1t1on (NBSAE), 1949-52, and the 
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~~ 1963 tw.o special maps were produced as supplements to the Norwegian
Brztzsh-Swedzsh Antarctic Expedition, 1949-52, Scientific Results, Vol VI, Part 3: 
Maudheimvidda Aust (1 : 500000). 
Kronprinsesse Martha Kyst: Maudheimvidda (1: 1000000). 

The routes of NBSAE field parties and air photography flight lines are shown 
on these maps. 

The latest revised editions of the twelve hydrographic charts of the Southern 
Ocean were publis~ed in .196~ (sheets 1-10) and 1964 (sheets 11-12). These 
charts are not official publications; they are compiled by H. E. Hansen for Den 
Norske Hvalfangerforenin [Whalers' Insurance Association], Sandefjord. 

SOUTH AFRICA 

Geodetic and topographical surveys 

A surveyor accompanied South African National Antarctic Expeditions 
(SANARE) for the first time in December 1960. During the second half of the 
1960-61 season, and the first half of the 1961-62 season, he fixed the position of 
the base (''Norway station") by astronomical observations, established azimuths 
for the geophysical and meteorological programmes, measured a base-line at the 
station, accompaned the geologist on a geological/geophysical expedition to the 
mountains and established a small local triangulation on nunataks in the vicinity 
of the inner margin of the ice shelf. An attempt was made to measure the ice 
movement in this ''hinge'' area, relative to the triangulated points. 

Little work was done in the second half of the 1961-62 season, since all the 
members of the relief expedition were engaged on building the new base '' Sanae ". 
The surveyor who accompanied this expedition carried out astronomical pro
grammes at '' Sanae ''in order to establish its geographical position. An azimuth 
line was determined for geomagnetic observations, and rhombic and radio 
theodolite aerials were laid out. 

During the first half of the 1962-63 season a base-line of 2 km (1 t miles) in 
length was measured in the vicinity of "Sanae' '. This base-line \Vas extended 
into a network of eighteen stations by triangulation and trilateration for which a 
Wild T2 theodolite and three MRA2 tellurometers \Vere used respectively. 
Very significant changes, due to ice movement, \Vere observed in the network 
upon remeasurement after an interval of only six weeks. 

Since a surveyor did not accompany the relief expedition in the follo\\'ing t\\o 
years, no activity in this field took place in the second half of the 1962-63 season 
and the whole of the 1963-64 season. 

A surveyor accompanied the relief expedition \Vhich sailed from South 
Africa at the end of December 1964, with the intention of remeasuring the net
work established in 1962-63, and undertaking other ice-flow measurements in 
addition to the usual astronomical and azimuth determinations. 

Barometric heighting was carried out along geophysical traverses from the 
base to inland mountains. 
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Hydrography 

I Ja uary 1964 the South African expedition ship RSA took coastal sound
ng: du~ng a radar survey of the ice front between longs 1° 15' Wand 5° W. 

Gravity 

A 1961-62 field party carried out a gravity survey from ''Norway'' station to 
the mountains of Ahlmannryggen, some 160 km (100 miles) southwards, using 
a Worden gravimeter. 

In the period October-December 1962, 51 stations were established at 3 km 
(1 ·9 miles) intervals along traverses in the "Sanae" area, and 97 stations at 3 km 
intervals were established along a traverse from '' Sanae" to Ahlmannryggen. 
A Worden Master model gravimeter was used for this and subsequent work. 

During 1963, observations were made at 101 stations, at 3 km intervals, along 
two geophysical traverses from "Sa nae" to the Ahlmannryggen region, and at 
11 stations on "Blaskimen Ice Rise", which lies to the south and south-west of 
"Sanae". 

In 1964 observations were made at 15 stations on the ice shelf (Fimbulisen) 
east of "Sanae ". The traverse interval between stations was 3 km. 

In the early part of 1965 determinations were made in the coastal region north 
and north-east of "Sanae ". 

Geomagnetism 

A La Cour normal-run magnetograph was used for routine standard observa
tions a~ "N~rway station" from January 1960 to February 1962 when the 
magnetic station was closed down in order to transfer the equipment to the new 
base at "Sanae". Magnetic recording at "Sanae" commenced in June 1962. 

In 1960 field surveys (terrestrial observations only) for measurement of Hand 
Z were made at eight points between "Norway station'' and the Fimbulisen ice 
front, .and at three points south of the station to a maximum distance of 60 k.m 
(3

7 m~les). A number of orientated rock samples were collected from surface 
rocks 

10 
the nunatak. area about 100 km ( 62 miles) south of "Norway station". 

In 
196

fl, an Askarua magnetometer was used for magnetic observations in the 
course o reconnaissance geolo · 1 . 
and 72° 20' s lo 0o 30, W gica mapping of the region between lats 71° 20' S 
palaeomagne;ic r~;:a h and 

20 
05' W. Rock samples were collected for re ., 

A proton magnetometer wa d 
along three 1962 traverses. nines us~ to measure total magnet.ic field force (F) 
"Sanae,, and Polarsirkelbukta ~~ations were. observed at 3 km intervals between 
tions were observed at 3 km. t km (IO fillies) north-west of the base, 97 sta
some 190 km (118 mil ) in ervals along the route from Sanae to'' Depot 72 '' 
. es south-south-west d 150 . 
intervals of 23 m (75 feet) . th ' an stations were observed at 
force (Z) was measured by ~~Ze Ahlmannryggen area. Vertical magnetic field 
traverse of about 70 km (43 .1 m) ~gneto.?1eter at 27 stations along a triangular 
men Ice Rise" region Rockffiles 

1
in the Sanae"-"Norway station''-''Blaski-

1 1963 fi . samp es for palae . . d 
n eld observations (Z) omagnet1c studies were collecte . 

mountains. were made at 44 stations along traverses to the 
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The limited field programme during 1964 included repeat observations of 
H and Z at three stations within 40 km (25 miles) of "Sanae". Geomagnetic 
observations were made by RSA on relief voyages to "Sanae" and to Marion 
Island and Gough Island. 

Map production (Index Map No 4) 

In 1961 the Trigonometrical Survey Office produced a 1: 250000 scale sketch 
map of the areas visited by the first South African Expedition, 1960. It was 
compiled from magnetic compass and cyclometer surveys, and information from 
Norwegian sources. Revised editions, showing traverse routes, geophysical and 
glaciological observation points, ice and rock features, place-names and supply 
depots, were produced in 1963 and 1964. 

UNITED KINGDOM 

Geodetic and topographical surveys (Index Map No 5) 

Throughout the period 1960-65, surveyors of the British Antarctic Survey 
(known as Falkland Islands Dependencies Survey prior to 1 January 1962) 
continued to work in the Antarctic Peninsula, the South Shetland Islands, the 
South Orkney Islands, the South Sandwich Islands and Tottanfjella in Dron
ning Maud Land. Survey parties operated from six stations: Hope Bay (Trinity 
Peninsula), Argentine Islands (Graham Coast), Adelaide, Stonington Island 
(Marguerite Bay), Fossil Bluff (George VI Sound) and Halley Bay. 

All survey stations established on rock as part of a triangulation scheme or 
tellurometer traverse were permanently marked. Position was established by 
astro-fixes in each area of survey, and as the work proceeds it will be possible to 
produce co-ordinates in sympathy throughout the whole area of systematic 
survey. 

In the 1959-60 season part of South Georgia was photographed from the air 
by HMS Protector's helicopters. 

In 1960 and 1961, topographical survey \Vas carried out from three bases. In 
the northern part of Antarctic Peninsula a tellurometer traverse was run round 
the Joinville Island group, linking these islands to the triangulation of Trinity 
Peninsula; this was also extended southward through Prince Gustav Channel 
and down the east coast of the peninsula to Seal Nunataks (lat 65° 03' S, 
long 68° 18' W). Sledge \Vheel and compass surveys of DI)galski, Green and 
Crane Glaciers were completed, leaving unsurveyed on the east coast only a fe\V 
small areas between lats 65° S and 75° S. A local triangulation scheme was 
established in the Argentine Islands to provide control for large-scale mapping. 
From Stonington Island (lat 68° 11' S. long 67° 00' W) a sledge wheel and 
compass traverse was carried out over extensive unsurveyed areas b~t\veen 
lats 68° 30' S and 69° 30' S and on Pourquoi Pas Island and the nearby mainland, 
and previous surveys were augmented by plane-tabling. 

The 1961-62 season saw the reconnaissance for the survey of northern Ade
laide Island and of the southern part of George VI Sound. The 1961-62 triangu
lation of south and south-eastern Adelaide Island, and of the off-lying islands, 
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. . sly established control in Laubeuf Fjord (lat 67° 30' S, linked this area to preVIou . . ' k h d b 

o ' B th end of this season, previous years wor a een com-
long 

67 
SdO W). y f 3e110 sq km (1200 sq miles) lying mainly to the south and pleted an an area o 

f b tat. bad been surveyed by sledge wheel and compass traverses east o t e s ion, . ·u I l d 
f S · gt Island Observations for the J 01nv1 e s an survey were rom tomn on . . 

I d d SIX. additional tellurometer lines were measured on Robert, comp ete , an . d I 
G · h King George and Nelson Islands in the South Shet1an slands. 

reenw1c , km (320 mil ) 
In 1962-63, a looped tellurometer traverse of 515 e~ was com-

pleted in George VI Sound, south of Fossil Bluff. In .eastern_ Adelaide Island a 
figure-of-eight tellurometer traverse w~s measured; this was linked eastw;rd~ to 
earlier triangulation in Laubeuf FJord and Hanusse Bay (lat 66 57 S, 
long 67° 29' W) and extended southwards to include the Faure and Amiot 
Islands in Marguerite Bay. 

A reconnaissance of the northern part of George VI Sound was made in 
1963- 64. Cairns were built on the stations in preparation for the completion of 
the tellurometer traverse in George VI Sound. On the east coast of Graham 
Land additional detail was filled in by sledge wheel and compass traverses from 
lat 68° S to Churchill Peninsula (lat 66° 32' S, long 62° 46' W), and in the areas 
of Starbuck Glacier (lat 65° 38' S, long 62° 20' W). In western Dronning Maud 
Land a topographic survey of Tottenfjella, the westernmost range of Heime
frontfjella, was extended eastwards to cover the central part of the mountains. 
Royal Naval survey parties completed; (a) a triangulation connexion across 
Bismarck Strait, linking two earlier separate triangulation schemes; (b) a 
tellurometer traverse from Southern Thule to Visokoi Island (South Sandwich 
Islands); (c) local triangulation in Southern Thule and Candlemas Island 
groups, and (d) air photography of the South Sandwich Islands. 

In 1964-65 a tellurometer traverse was run on the plateau of central Palmer 
Land, from approximately lat 71° 15' S, long 66° 40' W, eastwards to Mount 
Andrew Jackson (lat 71° 22' S, long 63° 22' W). Additional work was carried 
out on Adelaide Island, in western Dronning Maud Land and in the South 
Orkney Islan~s. A private party undertook a large-scale survey of Royal Bay, 
South Georgia. 

Hydrography and oceanography 

In 1960-61_ a !bll h~drographic survey was carried out at the western end of 
~u~~ ~~o~gi~ including _Stewart Strait, Bird Sound, Elsehul, Undine Harbour, 

g ~ e ay and their approaches. Very numerous lines of soundings were 
rundaroun the island. From November 1960 to February 1961 RRS Shackleton 
ma e surveys on ocean pas · h 
of Antarctic Pe · 1 dsages 10 t e South Atlantic Ocean, off the west coast 

I mnsu a an east of Joinville Island 
n the 1961-62 summer Sh kl . · 

Atlantic Ocean and off th ac eton continued hydrographic work in the South 
In the 1962-63 season ~d~e~~ coast of Antarctic Peninsula. 

to Adelaide Island were s e aide .anchorage and the south-western approaches 
urveye in detail 

In the South Shetland Islands fi I . 
Island) was carried out by a R 1~ u 1 survey of Discovery Bay (Greenwich 

oya aval hydrographic survey party during the 
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1963-64 summer, and work was begun in the northern approaches to Argentine 
Islands and in Bismarck Strait. In March 1964 RRS John Biscoe and a Royal 
Naval hydrographic survey party worked in the Argentine Islands area. Also 
during the 1963-64 summer, the absolute and relative positions of most of the 
islands in the South Sandwich group were fixed by parties from the royal Navy 
and the British Antarctic Survey from Protector. 

Numerous lines of soundings were run by Protector and Shackleton. 
In the 1964-65 season hydrographic surveys of the southern approaches to 

Signy Island (South Orkney Islands) and the approaches to Berge Bay (Signy 
Island) were carried out. In Graham Land, hydrographic surveys of the Argentine 
Islands and the approaches to French Passage and Bismarck Strait were 
completed. 

In addition to the above work, very numerous lines of soundings were run, 
local surveys made, and dangers investigated by Protector, Shackleton and 
John Biscoe in many parts of British Antarctic Territory and in the approaches 
to South Georgia. 

Continuous tide gauge readings were taken at the station in the Argentine 
Islands throughout the period under review. At Halley Bay coastal currents 
were measured at intermittent periods. 

Gravity 

During a 1959-60 geophysical survey by Shackleton gravity measurements 
were carried out in the Scotia Sea, Bransfield Strait and adjacent areas. A 
Worden gravimeter was used to obtain data at many points in the South 
Shetland Islands north-west Graham Land and off-lying islands, and at Port 
Stanley (Falkland Islands). The survey has been linked to the ~tern_ational 
gravity network by connecting it to a base station at Buen~s Aires VIa Port 
Stanley and Montevideo. In subsequent years repeat readings were ta~en, 
wherever possible, to improve the accuracy of the work. A number _of stations 
has also been occupied in the South Orkney Islands, South Sandwich Islands 
and in South Georgia. . 

In 1963-64, a reconnaissance traverse was made from Stonington Island 
across the Graham Land plateau to the east coast, th~n no£t1:1wards to Foyn 
Coast. In addition to this, local detailed work was earned out in north-eastern 
Trinity Peninsula and in the Marguerite Bay area. 

In the 1964-65 season the east coast gravity traverse "\Vas extended no~\\ard; 
to Hope Bay, and local surveys \Vere made in the region of Joerg Peninsula. 

Sea seis1nic shooting 

Since 1962 several seismic refraction lines have been surveye~ be~ween _the 
South Orkney Islands and South Georgia, as part of the geophys1c~ investiga
tions of the Scotia Ridge. Jn 1962-63 refraction profile~ \\'ere obtamed across, 
and in, Bransfield Strait; four of these \Vere 80 km (50 miles) long and made use 
of a portable, land-based recording station. A sono?uoy system h~s been 
developed, making it possible for seismic work to be earned out.at. sea using only 
one ship. This system was successfully used in Bransfield Strait in the 1964-65 
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season. Interpretation of the data has now been completed. Over 1610 km 
(1000 miles) of seismic refraction lines have been shot. 

Geomagnetism 

During the period under review regular geomagnetic readings of elements, D 
H and z have been taken at the Argentine Islands and Halley Bay stations. In 
addition, reconnaissance and detailed survey has been carried out in north-east 
Trinity Peninsula extending southwards along Nordenskjold Coast, with stations 
spaced at I km (0·6 mile) intervals in the areas of detailed survey. Similar work 
has been done from Stonington Island along Foyn Coast and Oscar II Coast. 

Seaborne geomagnetic surveys were made by Shackleton in the f o11owing 
periods, using a proton magnetometer: 

January-February 1960: 1610 km (1000 miles) of traverse for total field 
measurement, and reconnaissance surveys off the South Shetland Islands and in 
Bransfield Strait. 

November 1960-March 1961: 11265 km (7000 miles) of traverses across the 
Scotia Ridge, for total field measurement. Detailed work in Bransfield Strait 
South Sandwich Islands and over Meteor Deep. ' 

.November 1961-April 1962: total field measurement over 16 000 km (10000 
miles) of traverses across the Scotia Ridge. Detailed work in Bransfield Strait and 
north-east of the South Shetland Islands. 

.N?vember 1~62~Apri1 _1963: total field measurement over long traverses 
within the Scotia Ridg~ with 16 km (IO miles) spaced grids in selected areas. 
. November 1963~April 1964:further investigation of the Scotia Ridge; detail 
in Bransfield Strait, near Elephant Island and Clarence Island and other selected areas. ' 

November 1964-April 1965. T 
1 

. . 
· raverses a ong selected lines in Drake Passage. 

Tdo date, about 48300 km (30000 miles) of geomagnetic traverse have been ma e. 

Map production (Index Map No 6) 
Topographical maps published b h . 

1960-65, include a small-scale Y t e D1re~torate of Overseas Surveys, 
Falkland Islands, Falkland Islan:ap of Ant~rctica (1:_1_5000000), one of the 
(I :9000000) and one of Brit. h ~epen~encies _and Br1t1sh Antarctic Territory 
South Georgia and South Sa 

1~ . hn~a~ctic Territory (north of lat 75° S) with 
In the I: 500000 scale serie~ ~~ s ands (1 : 3 000000). 

and sheet 13 is in preparation S 7lO, sheets 14 and 17 have been published 
Of the 33 sheets at I : 200oOO b . . 

from sledge wheel and compa tpu lished during the period, six are compiled 
t ss raverses in th 

1 
. . 

wo are based on the east coast t e centra Antarctic Pemnsula and 
I 1 d raverses The 13 .. 
s an were compiled mainI f · proVIsional sheets of Alexander 
19~7-48, photography, with /eryr~~ Ronne Antarctic Research Expedition, 
series are the result of the wo k f he control. The remaining 12 sheets in this 
map of this expedition's router o t e ~rans-Antarctic Expedition, 1955-58. A 

The hill-shaded series of was published at 1: 2000000 
maps at I· 25000 · 

· now cover Horseshoe Island 
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Deception Island and Hope Bay. In addition to these, the South Orkney 
Islands (West sheet) at 1: 100000 and two sheets at 1: 10000 (Anvers Island : 
Arthur Harbour, and Argentine Islands with Anagram Islands) have been 
published, together with Anvers Island (South coast) East and West sheets at 
1 :25000. 

The Hydrographic Department published seven new hydrographic charts: 

No 1774 Plans in the South Shetland Islands (various scales). 
No 3213 Plans in Graham Land (various scales) 
No 3560 Gerlache Strait-Cape Wollaston to Cape Murray (1: 200000). 
No 3572 Bismarck Strait, with Lemaire Channel, French Passage and Penola 

Strait (1: 100000). 
No 3573 Grandidier Channel (1: 200000). 
No 3577 Adelaide Island, south-west approaches (1: 75000) with plan of Adelaide 

anchorage (1 : 25 000). 
No 3592 South Georgia: Stewart Strait (1 :25000) \vith approaches to Stewart 

Strait (1: 100000) and Bird Sound (1: 12500). 

Sixteen other charts were published as new editions or large corrections. 
Numerous unpublished maps for the location of place-names were issued by 

the Research Department of the Foreign Office. These are not shown on the 
index map. 

A gazetteer of the British Antarctic Territory, South Georgia and South Sand
wich Islands was produced in 1962, and the first supplement was issued in 1964. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

Geodetic and topograplzical surveys (Index Map No 13) 

During the 1959-60 field season, air photography was completed for about 
168000 sq km (45000 sq miles). This mapping photography covered sections of 
the McMurdo Sound region, Sentinel and Horlick Mountains, and Executive 
Committee Range. 

In the same season, topographical survey work was carried out by traverse 
parties operating in Victoria Land and Byrd Land. A feature of the Victo~a 
Land operations was the preliminary mapping of the formerly unknown Arctic 
Institute Range and Rennick Glacier. During the Byrd Land traverse more than 
100 nunataks were discovered and surveyed. The latter operations extended 
from the vicinity of Martin Peninsula \Vest\vards through the Executive Com-
mittee Range to the Edsel Ford Ranges. . 

In February 1960, USS Glacier and USS Burton Island earned o~t topo
graphical and scientific surveys of the coastal areas bet,..,·een longs 94 W and 
102° w. 

During the 1960-61 season about 317100 sq km (118800 sq miles) of mapping 
photography was obtained over the mountains \vest of Ross Ice Shelf from lat 
78° S to, and including, Beardmore Glacier and portion.s of. Queen Maud 
Range. North of lat 75° S, about 40 per cent of the north V1c~or1a Land mo~n
tainous area was photographed. Land-based control operations were carried 
out in the eastern Horlick Mountains, along the western edge of the Ross Ice 
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· th st of Thurston Island and in southern V1ctona 
Shelf, in th~ moudn~~nst soluslan-eda extended the coastal work commenced by the 
Land Glacier an a en · d bli h d 

. 0 d't' t the Thurston Island- Eights Coast region, an esta s e 1959-6 expe i ton o 
the insularity of " Thurston Peninsula". . . 

During the 1961 to1962 season, a detailed control survey was accomp~shed in 
h · · 't f McMurdo for a larae-scale map of the base. Two helicopter-

t e viciru y o 0 
,, d " T s th ") t d d 

d 11 t traverses (" Topo North an opo ou ex en e supporte te urome er . 
over a distance of 2527 km (1570 miles) from Cape Hallett to Beardmore Glacier 
and furnished control for mapping an area of about. 259000 sq~ (100000 sq 
miles). Air photography for mapping was obtained tn the ~ounta1ns west ~nd 
south of the Ross Sea and Ross Ice Shelf, and over the Whitmore Mounta1~s. 
Reconnaissance photographic flights were made over. the Pens.acola Mountains 
and the Heritage Range of the Ellsworth Mountains. ~ur1ng Ja°:uary and 
February 1962 Glacier established the positions and elevations of points along 
the Byrd Land coast from Cape Colbeck to the vicinity o!' Cape Dart. . 

During the 1962-63 summer, United States Geological Survey engineers 
carried out two helicopter-supported Electrotape traverses over a distance of 
2588 km (1608 miles). " Topo East " extended eastward from the Beardmore 
Glacier terminal point of " Topo South " (1961-62) to the Ohio Range of the 
Horlick Mountains. " Topo West " extended the 1961-62 ' ' Topo North'' 
traverse westward from Cape Hallett through northern Victoria Land to the 
Wilson Hills and Mount Murchison (67° 19' S, 144° 15' E). This work provided 
control for about 207200 sq km (80000 sq miles) of mapping. Additional 
control was established by engineers attached to geological parties working in 
the Ellsworth Mountains and the mountains southward of the Pensacola 
Mountains. The air photography programme for this season included mapping 
photography of the mountains west and south of the Ross Ice Shelf, and in 
northern Victoria Land. Reconnaissance photographic flights were made over 
the Ellsworth Mountains and along the coast of Byrd Land between Cape 
Colbeck and Edsel Ford Ranges. 

During the 1963-64 season, additional mapping control was obtained in the 
Ellsworth Mountains, and in the Pensacola Mountains where the Neptune 
~ange was ~o~pletely controlled for topographical mapping. Engineers estab
lished a precise ice-strain net north-east from'' Byrd " for about 97 km (60 miles) 
tow~rds the ice divide. At Cape Hallett, a large-scale plane-table survey was 
carried out for a topographical map of the penguin rookery and skua nesting 
areas At " B rd " · 

• Y . exp~nments were conducted on a new system for daylight 
~Ila~ ~servations . Air photography for mapping was obtained in the Queen 

h au ange, northern Victoria Land and Balleny Islands. Special purpose 
P oto~aphy was flown over Shackleton Glacier Mount Weaver Cape Crozier 
penguin rooke~, Byrd- Mulock Glaciers are~ McMurdo S~und (for ice 
movement studies) Dum t d'U ·u . ' 
Minna Bluff and the v· ton. L rvi e station, Bay of Whales, Okuma Bay area, 

. tc ona and dry valley areas 
Dunng the 1964-65 season 193 km (120 . . . 

tape traverses were run a 'ct R mile) helicopter-supported Electro-
roun oss Island a d · h · · 

Terra Nova Bay. A 386 km (240 mil ) n i~ nort ern Victoria Land near 
e traverse using similar techniques was run 
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from "Hallett ' ' to Rennick Glacier. Glacial strain nets were established at mile
posts 60 and 120 along ' 'Army- Navy Drive", and astronomical observations 
were taken at these points as well as at " Byrd ". The detailed McMurdo survey 
accomplished during the 1961-62 season was expanded for further large-scale 
mapping of the base. The precise ice-strain net begun near " Byrd " was com
pleted so that the network extends from " Byrd " for 170 km (106 miles) to the 
ice divide between the Fichner and Ross Ice Shelves. In February of 1965 a 
tracking station was put into operation at McMurdo to gather satellite doppler 
data of geodetic quality. Limited control activities and an astronomic observing 
programme were carried on at " Palmer " station. Air photography was taken 
taken of 476360 sq km (183925 sq miles), including parts of Byrd Land, 
Pensacola Mountains, Heritage Range, northern Victoria Land and Queen 
Maud Range. 

Hygrography and oceanography 

During each summer season, ships of the United States Navy " Task Force 43 " 
have gathered a considerable amount of data in Antarctic waters, mainly in the 
South Pacific sector. 

During the 1959-60 season Burton Island and Glacier recorded 25820 nautical 
miles of ocean and coastal soundings, including off-shore soundings at Peter I 
0 y. 

During 1960-61 season "State1z Islm1d ", ''Glacier" and "Edisto'' recorded a 
total of 44680 nautical miles of soundings over widely separated routes in the 
South Pacific and South Atlantic sectors and in the New Zealand-Ross Sea 
region. In this and the previous season hydrographic work was carried out in the 
Thurston Island region. 

During the 1961- 62 season, Burton Island obtained ocean and coastal sound
ings on the re-supply voyage from New Zealand to McMurdo Sound, and along 
the route M cMurdo Sound-Commonwealth Bay-Wellington. Eastwind re
corded soundings on re-supply voyages between New Zealand and McMurdo 
Sound, and Glacier charted about 800 nautical miles of coastline between Cape 
Colbeck and Cape Dart. 

In the early months of 1961 and 1962, the Columbia University research 
vessel Ven-1a co-operated with the Chilean oceanographic vessel Yelcho on 
systematic programmes in Drake Passage. Their work included bathymerry and 
current measurements, using S\vallow buoys. 

1962 saw the first cruise of the US Antarctic Research Programme vessel 
Elta11in. Comprehensive oceanographic studies '"'ere made in Drake Passage and 
adjacent waters during three cruises. 

In the 1962-63 summer season seven ships of "Task Force 43" were engaged 
on sounding the water between New Zealand and McMurdo Sound. 

During 1963 Eltanin operated in Antarctic waters bet\veen longs 22° W .and 
83° W, south to lat 67° S. In the course of six cruises from South Amen can 
ports, the ship steamed 40000 nautical miles and completed about 200 ocean 
stations. 

During 1964, approximately 40000 nautical miles were covered by the 
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Eltanin in cruises covering the areas of the Pacific Ocean, Drake Passage, Scotia 
Sea and South Atlantic Ocean. A continuous record of soundings was obtained. 
Ph;sical and chemical oceanographic data were gathered at pre-planned stations. 

Five ships of the 1963-64 Naval Support Force, Antarctica, continued the 
work of recording soundings on passage. An oceanographic programme was 
carried out by Atka in the eastern part of the Ross Sea between lats 74° and 78° S, 
and bet\veen longs 157° and 176° W. 

From January to March 1965, Glacier carried out an extensive programme of 
bathymetry and other oceanographical observations while transporting the 
joint United States-New Zealand Ross Sea Islands survey team of scientists. 
Operational areas included Beaufort, Franklin and Coulman Islands, Moubray 
Bay-Cape Adare, Balleny Islands and Macquarie Island. Controlled bottom 
profiles were recorded over a distance of 3754 nautical miles, special attention 
being paid to delineating the Macquarie Ridge. 

During the six cruises of Eltanian in 1965, the ship operated between the ports 
of Valparaiso, Chile, and Wellington, gathering bathymetric and oceanographic 
data in mostly uncharted waters. 

Gravity 

The 1959-60 Victoria Land traverse party took some 400 observations along 
the 2468 km (1534 miles) route. Similar work was carried out along the traverse 
fr~m "Byrd" t.o Martin Peninsula and Edsel Ford Ranges, the measurements 
being m~de at ~terv.als of 5 km (3 miles). A high range Worden gravity meter 
was carried dunng airborne magnetic flights between McMurdo and ' ' Hallett " 
and between "Byrd" and "Am d S " · · · . un sen- cott stations, 1n order to make ties 
between stations and to strengthen the continental gravity network. In McMurdo 
~~u~d, measurement~ were made at 5 km (3 miles) intervals along a traverse from 

e . ase to I~accessible !sla~d. The US Navy Bellingsbausen Sea Expedition 
obbtained gravity data during its work in the Thurston Island area during this and 
su sequent seasons. 

During the 1960-61 season 
traverses · " McMurdo" t th S m~asurements were taken along three major 
to the So~th Pole. In add~io: out . Po.le, "Byrd" to Eights Coast, and ,, Byrd '' 
McMurdo, "Hallett" and M, ~av~y ties were made between Christchurch and 

The inter-station gravity c ur o, and bet~een "B~rd" and McM urdo. 
utilizing supply flights to i~r~~a:~e was continu~d dunng the 1961-62 season, 
Murdo and "Amundsen-Scott,, t~o~s. Several ties were made between Mc
'' Byrd" stations. Gravity valu:s a: etween. McMurdo and the new and old 
station (lat 75° 14' s 1 770 , ere established at the ''Sky-Hi'' summer 

, ong 1 O W) 25 · . 
McMurdo Sound area and 142 b ' . gravity stations were occupied in the 
In addition, measurements were 

0 s;rv~tions were taken on Roosevelt Island. 
in Ellsworth Land. ma ea ong a traverse of 1693 km (1052 miles) 

During the 1962-63 season a 't 
along traverse routes betwee 'tf ; 1 Y values were determined at 202 stations 
Range and the Horlick Moun ntai· e oduth Pole and the vicinity of Queen Maud 
'' B d" ns, an about 40 t t' yr and the Whitmore Mountain W s a ions.were occupied between 

s. ork was continued in the McMurdo 
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Sound region;. values were measured at 17 stations in Taylor Glacier Dry Valley 
and at 40 stations along the Victoria Land coast. 

J?uring the 1963-64 season, 520 observations were made by a traverse party 
which c~vered 2690 km (1670 miles) in the region between "Byrd", Whitmore 
Mountains, the southern ends of the Ellsworth and Pensacola Mountains and 
Filchner Ice Shelf. 

Gravity measurements were made along the 1964-65 summer traverse from the 
South Pole station to the "Pole of Inaccessibility" (lat 82° 06' S, long 54° 58' E). 

Geomagnetism 

During the period under review routine standard observatory observations 
were made at'' Byrd" and" Amundsen-Scott" stations. Observations at" Eights'' 
station were started in 1963. 

Magnetic readings were taken at intervals of about 5 km (3 miles) along the 
1959- 60 Byrd Land and Victoria Land oversnow traverses. Airborne magnetic 
profiles were flown between McM urdo and ''Hallett", and between " Byrd" and 
''Amundsen- Scott ''. A magnetometer was towed on reconnaissance flights to 
the north, east and south of ''Byrd", and a detailed survey of Ross Island was 
made, with flight lines 8 km (5 miles) apart. 

During the 1960-61 season, magnetic observations \Vere made by the three 
major oversnow traverse parties described in the section on gravity above. An 
air-lifted field party operated in the Walgreen Coast region where readings were 
taken on the ground and in flight between stations. 

Magnetic observations were included in the scientific programme carried out 
along the 1961- 62 Ellsworth Land traverse of about 1700 km (1055 miles). 

During the 1962- 63 season, 25 geomagnetic stations for D, I, H, Zand F, and 
1600 stations for total intensity, were occupied along two triangular traverses 
from ''Amundsen-Scott'' to the Queen Maud Range-Horlick Mountains region. 
The research vessel Eltanin towed a proton magnetometer throughout operations 
in Drake Passage and Scotia Sea during 1962. 

Measurements of the elements D, H, Z, I and F were made along the 1963-64 
traverse route ''Byrd" - Heritage Range-Filchner Ice Shelf-Whitmore Moun
tains-" Byrd " . Total intensity was measured at 2060 stations approximately 1 km 
apart. Observations for total magnetic field formed part of the scientific \Vork 
accomplished by Eltanin in Drake Passage, Scotia Sea, northern ~,.eddell Sea 
and the coastal waters of north-\vestern Graham Land. 

Glacier towed a proton magnetometer for 3500 nautical miles during the 
1964-65 operations in the Ross Sea and the Balleny Islands-Macquarie Island
New Zealand areas. 

A magnetician was a member of the 1964-65 South Pole-" Pole of Inacces
sibility'' traverse party. 

On cruises 16-21 during 1965, the proton magnetometer \Vas to\ved by 
Eltanin to obtain magnetic field observations over the 38000 nautical miles 
covered in her trans-Pacific crossings, and south of New Zealand in the area of 
Macquarie Ridge. 
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Map and clzart prodtlction (Index Map No 14) 

In 1962 the American Geographical Society published new editions of its 
1 :3000000 and 1: 5000000 scale maps of Antarctica. In 1965 a new edition of 
the 1: 5000000 scale map was published. 

In 1963 the National Geographical Society published a general map, with 
historic notes, at 1 : 9 820 800. A wall map edition is available at 1 : 6145 920. 

In 1961, the US Navy Photographic Interpretation Center produced a plastic 
relief model of Antarctica at a scale of 1: 11250000 (vertical exaggeration 30: 1 ), 
depicting topographical and ocean bottom relief. 

Two maps of the Antarctic showing sub-glacial and ocean bottom features 
were published in 1961 at 1: 10000000 by the US Geological Survey. One publi
cation is a two-piece plastic relief model with a vertical exaggeration of 25: 1. 
The lower part of the model shows the sea bed and sub-glacial topography; 
the upper, removable section is semi-transparent and shows the sea level surface 
of the continental ice mass. Ice-fre.e areas are shown on both layers. 

In 1961, the US Geological Survey produced three sheets in the 1: 500000 
series. They cover coastal areas between longs 112° 30' E and 127° 30' E . 
Nineteen sheets at 1 : 250000 were published by this mapping organization 
during the per~od 1962-65; three cover the Executive Committee Range, three 
cover the Sentinel Range of the Ellsworth Mountains, seven cover the Horlick 
and Thiel Mountains, five cover part of the southern Victoria Land mountains 
a~d o~e sheet covers Ross Island. A 1 : 500000 scale sketch map of northern 
V1ctona Land was produced in 1963. 

Between .September 1960 and September 1964, the US Naval Oceanographic 
Office. published 13 new charts and 32 new editions in their Antarctic hydro
graphi~ c~art coverage. They range in scale from 1 : 3 580 to 1: 11250000. The 
Organization .also ~ublished seven Air Navigation Charts at 1 : 2188 800 and 
seven Antarctic Strip Charts at various scales. 

New and revised editions of t' 1 h . 
duced b . aeronau ica c arts at various scales were pro-
com ris~ t~e US Air Fo~ce ~eronautical Chart and Information Center. They 
A P .six Global Navigation and Planning Charts at 1 :5000000· 26 World 

eronaut1cal Charts at I· 1 OOOOOO d ' 
I : 9 000000. · ' an one Aerospace Planning Chart at 

USSR 

Geodetic and topographical surveys (Index Map No 11) 
The 1959-60 summer season saw the b . . . . 

complex exploration and mappin f th e~nrung. of prelirrunary work for the 
During the 1960-61 season 62~0~ ~ ronning Mau.d Land mountains. 

and coastal regions were phot;gra h dsfq m (239~0 sq m1les) of the mountains 
(f '."= 55 mm) cameras and syncif' 

0 
e. r~m LI-2 ~ircraft equipped with AF A-TE 

altimeter readings The mai r mze recordings of statoscope and radio-
!· 50000 · · · n survey was made t . 

· · Additional surveys were " . a a scale of approXJmately 
long 11 o 30' E) and the" N 1 made at Sch1rmachervatna" (lat 700 45' S . ovo azarevskaya,, t · , 
respectively. Horizontal grou d s ation area, at 1: 15000 and I: 5000 

n control for th · h 
e air P otography was provided 
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by a main network of 29 astronomical stations, and 109 secondary stations 
established at aircraft landing places when geological parties were in the field. 
Altitudes of the principal points of the vertical photographs (obtained from the 
radio-altimeter and statoscope readings) were used for height control. 

Air photography coverage of the mountain regions in Enderby Land north of 
lat 68° 30' S, between longs 44° E and 52° E, was obtained in February and 
March 1962, using the cameras and procedure adopted for the Dronning Maud 
Land operations. The site selected for the new scientific station" Molodezhnaya" 
(lat 67° 40' S, long 45° 51' E) was photographed at 1: 200 to 1: 10000 scale. For 
ground control of the photography, 11 astronomical determinations were made. 
These points were photographed at a larger scale and identified on the 1: 50000 
scale air photography. . 

In the period 1962-64 the co-ordinates and altitudes of a number of geodetic 
points were determined (by triangulation and levelling) in the" Molodezhnaya." 
area for horizontal and vertical control of the air photography. A tachymetric 
survey of '' Molodezhnaya" station was made, for a topographical plan at 
1 : 2000 scale. 

Previous air photography of the Mirny-West Ice Shelf coastal area was 
repeated in 1960 to provide material for a study of ice c~astline chang:s. ~e 
coverage included Dryaalski Island and the large stranded iceberg (lat 64 40 S, 
long 98° 53' E) on whi~h the Soviet field station "Pobeda" is situated. 

In 1961 the study of sub-glacial relief \Vas recommended. A 1961-62 summer 
traverse p~rty from Mirny carried o~t geod:~c levelling ?ver a ~stance o! so~e 
1500 km (930 miles) round the tnangle Komsomol ~kay1a (l~t 74 O~' S, 
long 97° 30' E)-''Sovetskaya" (lat 78° 23' S, long 87 32. E)- Vostok. -
'' Komsomol'skaya ". Elevations of the ice sheet were. determined at. 278 points 
of which the co-ordinates were established by astronomical and. geo.detic met~ods. 
Simultaneous reciprocal vertical angles were used .for deterIDinati~n of heights. 
In addition, parallel barometric levelling was carried out along this traverse to 
provide data for a study of the accuracy of the latter .method. . 

The study of sub-glacial relief was continue~ d~r1ng the penod December 
1963 to January 1964, when a team of sixteen scientists completed a tra~e~s.e ~: 
about 3300 km (2050 miles) from "Vostok" to the "P~~e of Inaccessibili~ 
(lat 82° 06' E, long 54° 58' E), thence to ,. Mol~dezhnaya by wa~ of lat 78 S, 
long 200 E. Along the first leg of t~e traverse. altitudes \Vere determined,. at about 
10 km (6 miles) intervals, by trigonometncal levelhng. The co-ordinates ~f 
these points were established by astronomical observations and electr:ru~ 
distance measuring equipment, O\ving to bad \Veather the part)' \\as ?~ . ge,. 
to use less accurate methods along the route from t~e "Pole of Inaccess~~~fm 
to "Molodezhnaya ''; astro-fixes were ta~en at .intervals of about 
(124 miles) and the positions of intermediate points. were. fixed by compass 
courses and speedometer readings. Altitudes along this section °~ the tfr~vverse 

· 1 11. b d on the known elevations o os-were ascertained by barometric eve ing ase .. ,, •• p 
1 

f In-
tok '' and '' Molodezhnaya " . Height errors along the Vostok - 0 e 0 

· d b 5 nd + 50 m along the subsequent accessibility " leg were estimate to e ± m, a -
legs. 
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From February to April 1964 a joint Soviet-French field party used telluro
meters to carry out geodetic and glaciological projects along a traverse of 
2300 km (1430 miles) from "Vostok" to Mirny by way of" Komsomol'skaya '' 
and "Pionerskaya" (lat 69° 44' S, long 95° 30' E). 

During the 1964-66 summer season German members of the Soviet Antarctic 
Expedition determined the elevations of fixed points along a traverse of 100 km 
(62 miles) inland from Mirny. The main purpose of this traverse was to obtain 
data for a study of the ice sheet movement. 

Hydrograplzy and oceanography 

During the period November 1959 to April 1960 the Soviet expedition ship 
Ob' recorded ocean soundings and oceanographic data along 8300 nautical 
miles of steaming in Antarctic waters during the voyage Cape Town-'' Lazarev " -
" Syowa "-Mawson-Mimy-Ross Island-Amundsen Sea- Bellinghaussen Sea
Drake Passage. A hydrograpbic survey was carried out at Peter I 0y. Tide and 
curren~ observations were made in" Leningradbukta" (lat 70° S, long 12° 30' E). 

During the 1960-61 and 1961-62 season, Ob' carried out programmes of 
oceanography, including bathymetry, in coastal waters between Mimy and 
"Leni.ngradbukta ".Similar work was done in the 1962-63 season (also a hydro
graph1c survey of the approaches to "Molodezhnaya ") and again in 1963-64. 

In 1964-65 Ob' obtained further hydrograpbic and oceanographic data while 
on passage between long 6° E and Mirny. Areas investigated included Prydz Bay 
~~here the Amery Ice Front was delineated), Amundsen Bay, Lena (Casey) Bay 

Alasheyev Bay" and "Leningradbukta ". ' 

Gravity 

From .October 1960 to February 1961 a Worden gravimeter was used for 
observations along a traverse of some 1600 km (955 ·1 ) f M' 
"Vostok" by way of lat 710 59' S long g70 00' E andm},K es rom 1' ikrny !? 
Other readings t k d . ' omsomo s aya . 
West Ice Shelf ~~e a. en ur1ng 1960, at "Lazarev Ice Shelf" (224 stations), 
(20 stations). ( stations), Shackleton Ice Shelf (5 stations) and "Pobeda ,, 

During the 1961-62 summer b . . 
10-15 km (6-9 mil ) 1 season ° servations were made at intervals of 
-" Vos.tok "-" Kom~~m~~~:a;~~'. traverse "Komsomol'skaya "-,, Sovetskaya "-

During the period January to March 1963 . . 
74 stations in the coastal regions of E ' gravity observations were made at 
510 E. Gravity readings formed art nderby .La~d, between longs 440 E and 
during her 1962-63 voyages. p of the scientific work carried out by Ob' 

Gravimetric observations were made 1 
"Pole of Inaccessibility"-" Molod h a o~g the I ~63-64 traverses '' Vostok ''

ez naya and M1rny- ''Vostok". 

Geomagnetism 
Throughout the period under . 

D, H and Z elements have been redv1ew standard continuous measurements of 
v · t · ma e at the Mir b 
aria ions and other measurement ny o servatory. Field magnetic 

s were recorded at "Lazarev,, (1960) "Vos-
[ 732 ] ' 
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tok'' (1960-61, 1963-65), ''Novolazarevskaya" (1961-65) and at "Molodezh
naya" (1964-65). 

A field gravity survey was carried out along the 1960-61 traverse Mirny
lat 71° 59' S, long 87° 00' E-''Komsomol'skaya "-"Vostok". Instruments 
used were Z magnetometer and surveying compass. 

Absolute determinations of D, H and Z were made by the 1961-62 traverse 
party along the route '' Komsomol'skaya "-" Sovetskaya "-" Vostok "-" Kom
somol'skaya ",at intervals of 30-40 km (19-20 miles). 

During the 1963-64 season geomagnetic work was carried out along the 
traverse from '' Vostok" to "Molodezhnaya ". Observations of the vertical 
component (Z) and total field strength were made every 20 km (12 miles), with 
more detailed observations every 50-60 km (31-37 miles). 

Map and chart production (Index Map No 12) 

Two general maps of Antarctica were produced during the period: 

1961 Rel'yef Antark:tiki [Antarctic relief] (1: 12000000) 
1962 Karta Antarktidy [Map of Antarctica] (1 :3000000) in nine sheets. 

In 1964 a 1 : 200000 scale series was published; 39 sheets cover the coastal 
regions from Davis to Wilkes. . . . 

An additional three sheets in the 1: 1000000 scale senes were compiled m 1964 
for publication in 1965. They cover the coastal areas bet\veen long 36° E and 
72° E. 

During the period 1961-62 the Gidrograficheskaya Sluzhba VMF [Naval 
Hydrographic Service] published a series of five 1 : 2 500000 scale general 
charts for the coasts and seas from long 6° E west to long 160° E; seven charts at 
1: 500000 scale for the coastal waters between Cape Poinsett and "Ob Ba~", 
and two charts at 1 : 500000 for the west coast of Graham Land and off-lying 
islands. . hi 

In addition to tl1e foregoing publications, 42 topographic and geograp c maps 
were prepared for the Antarctic atlas. 

International activities 

SCAR Worki11g Group 011 Geodesy a11d Cartograpl1J' 
Reco111111endatio11s approved bJ' SCAR. 

Fourt/z Meeting of SCAR, Ca1nbridge, 1960 . 

(a) That all member nations use in their topographical maps the conventional 
· d d b the Working Group on Cartograph)', and requests the signs recommen e Y · 

1 
· · b-

Secretary of that working group to distribute these convention~ signs in pu 
Ii shed form to members of SCAR and to other interested agencies. 

(b) That 

(i) those men1ber nations which have not already doneds~, ~~~el:t ~~; 
change their gazetteers of place-names, as recommen e Y 
Third Meeting; 
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(ii) in future, members of SCAR distribute, on a similar basis, amendments to 
their gazetteers giving early details of any new place-names decided upon· 

(iii) that any member nations .finding that they are in conflict with respect to pla~
names endeavour to resolve their differences bi-laterally. 

(c) That SCAR, having considered the statement submitted jointly by the 
United States Advisory Committee on Antarctic Names and the United Kingdom 
Antarctic Place-Names Committee on the subject of under-ice features, recom
mends that features lying under an ice cover should be named according to the 
already adopted geographical terminology prefixed with the term ' 'sub-glacial'' 
the abbreviations of this prefix on maps being "Sg " . ' 
. (d) That member nations prepare and maintain air photography flight index 

~iagrams.' pre~erably on 1 : 1000000 scale base maps, showing appropriate 
inf ormat1on with respect to: 

~i) location, date and identification of air photography, 
C.1.1? scale of photography and camera characteristics, 
(~ll) whethe~ photography consists of verticals and/or obliques 
(iv) evaluation of quality, ' 

(v) that the originating ~ountries forward each year to every other member nation 
an~ to the ~ecretar1es General of IUGG and IGU, one up-to-date copy of their photo-mdexes. 

(~) That nations intending to concentrate their future mapping efforts at 

;:;:r~~~~e:~et~;si: 3~o~~O?nfiin any particular ~rea, as shown in the index 
, s o 1 orm SCAR accordingly at its regul ti 

ant~~~~~~~~ po~si?Ie nations should co-operate to cover who~: :::ts~gs, 
Antarctica, reco~-=~~~a~o encourage ~he pro~uction of scientific atlases of 
that where such assistance is gi~::~~rb n~1olns assist wherever practicable, and 

' 
1 

e u Y acknowledged in the publication. 

Fifth Meeting of SCAR, Wellington, 1961 

V. Gd- 1. That member nations should c 
done in the United Stat · . .arry out research similar to the work 

es in conneXIon with the d I 
grammetric techniques for identific t ' f . eve opment of special photo-
particularly in the so-called ' ' fieatua lion,? disturbances of snow and ice surface, 
fi re ess area of Ant t' · orms may be adequately portrayed 

0 1 
. 
10000 

arc tea, in order that these 
seek the advice of the International Sn .. ty fi 00 scale maps. Also, that SCAR 

V. Gd-2. That all Antarctic m ocie or Photogrammetry in this matter. 
panel, and that future editions of t~ps carry a reliabi.lity diagram and ''history,, 
the base material used in map co e ilma~ catalogue include a brief description of 

V Gd 3 Th mp at1on. 
. - . at any member requirin an . . . 

over that recommended by SCAR ~ in.creased d1stnbution of map material 
the wo ki at its Third Meet· · fi ' 

r ng group in order that the s tog, in orm the Secretary of 
men ts for this distribution. ecretary may endeavour to make arrange-
. V. Gd-:f. That member nations Ianni 
~nf ormation of. ~tarctica should us:, to t;g to produ~e atlases of scientific 

ase sheets, stnv1ng by means of internati e }extent feas~ble, uniform or similar 
ona co-operation to attain uniformity 
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in scale, orientation, projection, and other details of map design ; while at the 
same time complying with any applicable recommendations of map specifications 
adopted by SCAR. 

V. Gd-5. That all one-sheet maps of Antarctica be prepared with the Green
wich zero-longitude meridian pointing vertically towards the top of the map 
sheet. 

V. Gd-6. That members undertake geodetic surveys in local areas for the 
purpose of establishing, on ice-free rock outcrops, a framework of permanent 
marks that can subsequently be used as a basis for accurate ice movement 
surveys . 

V. Gd-7. That the possibility of using artificial satellite observations for 
determination of absolute geodetic position be investigated by members, and the 
advice of both COSPAR and IUGG be sought in this matter. 

V. Gd-8. That the Secretary of the Working Group distribute to members 
details of the types of "ice markers" (a) proposed by the United States, and 
(b) successfully used by Expeditions Polaires Fran~aises in Greenland over a 
period of at least ten years. 

V. Gd-9. That the Secretary of the working group distribute to members 
reports on practical experience in the use of electronic distance measurement 
equipment in polar conditions including (a) reports received from individual 
members. (b) special reports to be supplied by manufacturers, (c) reports to be 
sought from Canada. 

V. Gd-JO. That the UNO Cartographic Office be informed of the map symbols 
adopted by SCAR and be asked to ensure that the symbols used on the 1: 1000000 
scale International Map of the World conform to these in respect of Antarctic 
areas. 

Sixt/1 Meeting of SCAR, Boulder, 1962 

There was no meeting of the Working Group on Geodesy and Cartography 
during the Sixth Meeting of SCAR. 

Seventh Meeting of SCAR, Cape To~vn, 1963 

The working group did not meet on this occasion, but informal discussions 
were held at the Commonwealth Survey Officers Conference at Cambridge 
(England) in July 1963 and at the Thirteenth General Assembly of IUGG at 
Berkeley (USA) in August, 1963. Australian, British. Ne\~ Zeala~? and ~outh 
African members attended the Cambridge meeting; Australian, Bntish, Chilean, 
French, Japanese, New Zealand and United States members atte~ded the 
meeting at Berkeley. As the meetings were informal no recommendations \Vere 
submitted to SCAR for approval. 

Eigl1th Meeti11g of SCAR, Paris, 1964 

VIII. Gd-I. That the possibilities of long-distance ties and geodetic satellite 
surveys continue to be investigated by members particularly: 

(a) That USA bear in mind the possibility of international co-operation in the 
Antarctic using SECOR or any other appropriate system. 
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(b) That France investigate and report on the feasibility of ap~lying its satellite 
photographic system to a geodetic survey connexion between Antarctica and Australia, 
Ne .. v Zealand and other continents and islands. 

VIII. Gd-2. That for the convenience of member countries which do not 
normally use the metric system, future topographic maps should show a scale of 
kilometres, statute miles and nauticaJ miles together with an altimetric conver
sion scale of metres and feet. 

VIII. Gd-3. That for the purpose of co-ordination in map scales produced by 
different countries, the following scales should be used for Antarctic maps: 

(a) general maps: 1:3000000; 1:5000000; 1:10000000; 1:20000000 and 
1 :40000000; 

(b) topographical maps: 1:1000000; 1:500000; 1:250000or1:200000; 1:100000; 
1 :50000 and 1 :25000. 

VIII. Gd-4. That the f o11owing minor variations in the SCAR Standard 
Symbols be used on topographicaJ maps of Antarctica: 

(a) in respect of items 16, 17, 26 and 27: use the descriptive words "definite" 
"approximate" and "conjectural" and symbolization as if for a "zero" contour· ' 

(b) !n respect of_ item 60: replace the word "station" by the words "spot height~"; 
(c) _in :~Peet of items 16, 20, 21, 22, 23 and 25: include a footnote" desirable to show date, 1f lun1ts defined "; 

" (d) in respect ?f items 25 (a), 28 (a), 39 (a) and 45 (a): alter descriptive note to read 
for ~se on medium and small scale maps"; 
(e) in respect of the Explanatory Notes: include a paragraph stating that where a 

non-standard symbol appears on a map it should be specifically included in the map legend. 

V~II. Gd-5. That the Secretary o~ t~~ wo~king group prepare, at the appropri
ate times, five-yearly reports of activities Similar to the charter on cartography 
that has been prepared for the Antarctic Volume of the Annals of the JG y 

VIII. Gd-6. That SCAR memb · . · 
th A . . . er countries continue mapping programmes in e ntarctic with the primary objectives of: 

(a) completing a general small seal f h . 
(b) providing the mapping su rte ma~ 0 t e continen_t as_ soon as practicable; 

quired for navigation and looisti~ppou requrred by other scientific disciplines and re-
( ) ·-~ • b" rposes. 
c 1tuormat1on on cartographical act· .t. . . 

ports to SCAR should be in sufficient det 1~ 1~ prov~de~ m t~e a~ual National Re
a an be distributed m tune for effective use. 

Action arising from the SC "R R d . 
l .-i ecommen atzons nterchange of cartographic material All . 

their published maps charts a d · members have distributed copies of 
.,_,, ' n gazetteers (where a l" bl ) 

J Y.l apping specifications. The SCAR . PP Ica e . 
scales, sheet lines, standard symbolsrecom~end~tions rel~ting to projections, 
adopted by most nations. ' marginal inf ormat1on etc., have been 

Scientific atlases of Antarctica. USSR h . 
two volumes. The first volume whi h as .compiled a comprehensive atlas in 
40 . , c contains 75 pa f maps, was published in late 1965 Th ges o text and more than 
1967, will be a textual supplement to t.h fie second volume, to be published in 

e rst volume. 
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The American Geographical Society has started production of an Antarctic 
Map Folio Series which will comprise some 20 folios, each devoted to one 
subject or scientific discipline. Folio No 1 (AeronomicaJ maps for the Antarctic), 
Folio No 2 (Physical characteristics of the Antarctic ice sheet), and Folio No 3 
(Antarctic maps and surveys 1900-1964) were published during 1965. 

Standard symbols for topographical maps. The symbols approved by SCAR 
during the Fourth (1960) and Fifth (1961) Meetings were distributed, in booklet 
form, to all members of the working group and other interested organisations, 
At the United Nations Technical Conference on the International Map of the 
World on the Millionth Scale, Bonn, 1962, the SCAR symbols were adopted, and 
now are in the Specifications of IMW. 

Catalogue of Antarctic maps and charts. A catalogue of topographicaJ maps 
and aeronautical and hydrographic charts of the Antarctic was distributed by 
the working group Secretary in November 1961. A second edition was published 
in May 1964. The catalogue is kept up-to-date by periodical lists of amendments 
and additions. 

Geodetic surveys for accurate measuren1e11t of ice move1nent. Mem?ers o~ ~he 
working group were furnished with a diagram showing the geodetic position 
determinations desired by the Working Group on Glaciology. 

Use of artificial satellites for determination of geodetic positio11. The te~s of 
this recommendation were conveyed to the Secretary of the ICSU Committee 
on Space Research (COSPAR) and the Secretary of the IntemationaJ Associa?on 
of Geodesy (JAG). The subject \vas discussed at the IAG/C~SPAR Sym~osium 
on the Use of Artificial Satellites for Geodesy, held in Washington, April 1962. 
The United States member of the Working Group on Geodesy and Cartogra!'hy 
was represented at this Symposium. He prepared a synopsis of the proceedings 
which was sent to all members of the working group. 

Relevant points made by COSPAR, in response to SCAR's request, are 
summarised in SCAR Bulletin No 13, p 194-95. 

Bi-lateral agreement on place-names. A satisfactory me_asure of agreement has 
been reached by nations operating in areas of common interest. 

Exchange of air photograpl1y flight index diagra11'1s. Th~se hav~ been prepared 
and distributed by Australia, Belgium, Nor\vay, the United Kingdom and the 
United States of America in the form recommended by S~AR.. . 

Development of special pl1otogra111111etric tech11iques for zdentificatzon of_snolv 
and ice surface distz1rbances. This recommenda~ion has been referred to the inter
national Society for Photogrammetry for advice. 
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NOTICE 

The SCAR Bulletin is published in England in January, 
May and September each year as part of the Polar Record, 
the journal of the Scott Polar Research Institute. 

Contributions are invited, and should consist of factual 
notes on the membership, equipment and activities of 
Antarctic parties; articles on matters of particular interest 
in connection with these activities are also welcome . 
Contributions should be sent to the Editor, Scott Polar 
Research Institute, Lensfield Road, Cambridge, England . 
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